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Evoluti on of submissions 
of the Rus sian elite about system of the 

international safety

«Now all need to think of creation of new architecture of safety which 
would lean against international law, inadmissibility of conflicts and bar of 
claim by lapse of time of domination of any one state …».

D. Medvedev

From this basic position of the President of Russia some conclusions follow, at least. In 
my opinion, not less basic because D. Medvedev's initiative is not the ordinary initiative. 
It has strategic – system and long-term – character. Besides it reflects result, some kind of 
end of a stage of revaluation by the Russian elite of the purposes and priorities of foreign 
policy of the country. Similar revaluation in modern international realities is essentially 
important. The world promptly varies and the problem facing to Russia modernization 
jerk depends in many respects as academician An fairly underlines. Torkunov, «from an 
adequate estimation of a modern situation» Russian elite. First of all in the field of the 
international and European safety which advance not only a reality of threats, but also 
degree and quality of the international cooperation, i.e. In many respects predetermine 
those conditions in which will occur modernizatsionnyj jerk of Russia in the XXI-st 
century.
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New international realities

«Our debt – not to forget about our generality together to create the new 
world. Russia – the great country, and its this role will be saved and in the 
future». 

S.Peres, the president of Israel`

These words of the wise politician can shortly characterise not only its relation to a 
role of Russia in the world and to safety, but also the approach of the Russian elite to these 
problems: Russia aspires not only not to forget the сivilization, including the European 
generality and in common to solve present problems, but also fairly believes that it remains 
and will remain the great country on which separate liability for maintenance of the 
international and European safety lies.

Answers to questions on a new role of Russia in the XXI-st century and the relation to this 
problem of the Russian elite can be received only at the analysis of two leading tendencies: 
evolutions of world political system, influence on this process of globalisation, including the 
European integration, and also process of evolution of sights of the most Russian elite on 
problems of the European safety which for the last decades have undergone radical changes.

In connection with the first tendency of evolution of system of the international 
relations two are distinctly looked through at least, extreme, opposite, the scenario of 
possible development событий which objectively exist today, according to the Russian 
elite, in world.

The First, pessimistic and tragical scenario is a continuation of nowadays prevailing 
model of the globalisation, received the name neoliberal. The given model is carried out 
in interests and under the direction of the multinational corporation and the western 
civilisation, its orientation on realisation of the unipolar world, it leads to precipice 
deepening between the rich and poor countries. Unification on the western sample 
and ierarhizatsija the world community, at which top – a North American civilisation, 
tendentious suppression and liquidations tsivilizatsionnogo (not western) and cultural 
variety which is the guarantor of preservation and a source of self-development of global 
community becomes a result of realisation of this model.

This scenario or model in the Russian elite is represented to much inevitable, however 
the Russian elite has fair objections: the unipolar world inevitably generates response of 
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other world which will desperately protect tsivilizatsionnoe a variety. To suppress this 
resistance it is possible only military force, reviving totalitarianism and neo-colonialism 
in global scales that is absolutely unacceptable for overwhelming majority of the countries 
and the people. It will inevitably threaten the international safety, moreover, will probably 
lead to the new world war which probability was excluded by D. Medvedev, acting in May, 
2010 in the newspaper “News”.

The alternative to this scenario is. Its essence in gradual change of model of 
globalisation with the humanistic model realised in interests and under the control of 

“global civil company”. This alternative model can be realised only on principles of dialogue 
and partnership of the countries and civilisations in joint resolution of the sharpest 
global problems of XXI century – ecological, demographic, technological, economic and 
sotsiokulturnoj. In it are interested not only the lagging behind and poor countries and 
civilisations, but also vanguard: “both rich, and poor – all in one boat”. Only on this way 
construction of geopolitical system of postindustrial company is possible. This model also 
has laid down in a basis of the initiative of D. Medvedev about creation of new architecture 
of the European safety. 

Thus the Russian elite quite soberly evaluates a present place of Russia in the world 
which on the basic indicators seriously lags behind group of the developed countries, 
and furthermore the USA. In the Russian company, it is necessary to recognise there is 
a certain paradox in an estimation of the validity which for many in the West looks as 
the contradiction. On the one hand, the Russian elite and all company recognises huge 
potential of Russia, and, with other, – its weak modern realisation. From here – a difference 
between ambitions and the validity. This estimation of real realisation of potential in the 
first decade of the XXI-st century is under construction on comparison and comparison 
of the major criteria among which are regularly used: a share of Russian gross national 
product in world gross national product (hardly more than 3%), per capita gross national 
product (about 12 thousand dollars USA), a share in high technology export (0,3%), etc. 
It is visible from published official data, data about which are widely used not only in a 
Russian press and researchers, but also chiefs of the country. 

The basic indicators of th e inte rnational comparisons of gross national product 
the separate countries of the w or ld for 2009 

GNP 
PPS, bln. 
dollars  
of the 
USA

Country 
share in 
cumula-
tive GNP 
on PPS 

the World 
= 100

VVA per capita 
on PPS Parity of 

buying power, 
national 

curr ency units 
for US dollar

Comparable 
price level 

(relation PPS 
to a rate  of 
exchange), 

%

US 
dollar

THE 
USA = 
100

Azerbaijan 38,4 0,07 4648 11,2 1631,6 35

Armenia 12,6 0,02 3903 9,4 178,6 39

Belarus 83,5 0,15 8541 20,5 779,3 36

Georgia 15,3 0,03 3505 8,4 0,7 41
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Kazakhstan 131,8 0,24 8699 20,9 57,6 43

Kirghizia 8,9 0,02 1728 4,1 11,4 28

Republic 
Moldova

8,5 0,02 2362 5,7 4,4 35

Russia 1697,5 3,09 11861 28,5 12,7 45

Tajikistan 9,7 0,02 1413 3,4 0,7 24

Ukraine 163,0 0,48 5583 13,4 1,7 33

THE CIS 2269,2 4,13 9202 22,1 – 43

Australia 671,5 1,22 32798 78,7 1,4 106

Austria 280,8 0,51 34108 81,8 0,9 109

Albania 16,8 0,03 5369 12,9 48,6 48

Belgium 336,0 0,61 32077 77,0 0,9 112

Bulgaria 72,2 0,13 9353 22,4 0,6 38

Bosnia and 
Herzegovina

25,0 0,05 6506 15,6 0,7 46

Hungary 171,6 0,31 17014 40,8 128,5 64

Germany 2514,8 4,57 30496 73,2 0,9 111

The United 
Kingdom 
(Great Britain)

1901,7 3,46 31580 75,8 0,6 118

THE USA 12376,5 22,51 41674 100,0 1,0 100

Turkey 61,1 1,02 7786 18,7 0,9 64

Finland 159,8 0,29 30469 73,1 1,0 122

France 1862,2 3,39 29644 71,1 0,9 115

Croatia 58,8 0,11 13232 31,8 3,9 66

Montenegro 4,9 0,01 7833 18,8 0,4 45

The Czech 
Republic

207,6 0,38 20281 48,7 14,4 60

Switzerland 266,3 0,48 35520 85,2 1,7 140

Sweden 288,9 0,53 31995 76,8 9,2 124
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Estonia 22,4 0,04 16654 40,0 7,8 62

Japan 3870,3 7,04 30290 72,7 129,6 118

Apparently backlog of Russia on stranovomu and to per ca pita gross national product 
is very essential. This concern became the reason of that in the beginning of decade con-
cepts and the strategy of advancing development declaring, for example “doubling of gross 
 national product of the country” as a main strategic problem began to appear promptly. 
These documents, including and V. Putin's performances in first half of this decade, are 
focused on extensive gr owth of the Russian economy. 

Approximately since second half first decade, especiall y  after 2007, in the Russian 
elite began to sound in economic development and company concern in qualitative 
parametres, especially what hallmark human potential. This theme became central during 
D. Medvedev's election campai gn and first two years of its presidency (2008–2010). It is 
possible to tell that the Russian elite among the basic priorities during this period has 
formulated social and technological (innovative), including in the international area  and 
safety sphere. The numerous concepts accepted in 2005–2010 and strategy in which threats 
of safety of the country have been formulated, distinctly advanced as a priority advancing 
technological and innovative development to that it is to no small degree obliged to ensure 
favorable conditions foreign policy, and also the politician in the field of defence policy 
and security. 

So, among such international  comparisons to second half of decad e qualitative 
comparisons and comparisons of the criteria advancing an index of development of 
human potential – per capita gross national product, formation, public health services, life 
expectancy began to take a special place not so quantitative, and. So, adverse demographic 
tendencies in the last 20 years, which steels are known in the beginning of 90th but which 
long time were considered as “natural”, have led to acceptance of the special program 

“the Demography” (2007) and to a complex of social programs in the field of building of 
housing accommodation, formation and the public health services, received the name 

“Priority n ational projects”. The huge sums have been allocated For realisation of these 
projects, and it  was entrusted to supervise them to specially allocated first deputy of the 
Chairman of the Government of the Russian Federation and the future President of Russia 
D. Medvedev. There was a reorientation not only internal, but also foreign policy that, 
however, not always has been noticed in the West. 

The state of affairs in social and economic areas, attention to  t hem of elite, has objectively 
lowered interest to questions of national and international safety, including from the point 
of vi ew of allocation of a national resource. It began possible to tell that in second half first 
decades social criteria in the middle public attention, and the criteria advancing military 
power – have faded into the background. Such indicators as “users the Internet”, “number 
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of students”, “life expectancy” became the most discussed in  the Russian elite. As a result, 
it is in these areas in the 2007–2010, there has bee n some progress, which indicate the 
potential of the Russian economy and society.

Number of users of a network the Internet on 100 persons of the pop ulation 
(On a close of the year) 

20072006200520042003 2008
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Has started to vary and the tend enc y of reduction of a pop ulation. If i n 2000–2006 the 
popu lation of Russia was reduced annually to 500–800 thousand persons after acceptance 
of programs of the government, it has decreased to 100–120 thousand, and in 2009 even 
has constituted a small gain (at a rough guess). 

Components of change of a population

Years Popula-
tion (for 
January, 

1st), thou-
sand per-

sons

Changes for a year Population 
(31 

December), 
thou. man

Overall 
growth 
per year, 
per cent

The 
general 
gain (de-
crease)

also

natural 
increase 

(decrease)

migration 
growth

due to the 
change catego-
ry settlements

The all population

2003 144963,6 –795,4 –888,5 93,1 – 144168,2 –0,55
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Years Popula-
tion (for 
January, 

1st), thou-
sand per-

sons

Changes for a year Population 
(31 

December), 
thou. man

Overall 
growth 
per year, 
per cent

The 
general 
gain (de-
crease)

also

natural 
increase 

(decrease)

migration 
growth

due to the 
change catego-
ry settlements

2004 144168,2 –694,0 –792,9 98,9 – 143474,2 –0,48

2005 143474,2 –720,7 –846,6 125,9 – 142753,5 –0,50

2006 142753,5 –532,5 –687,0 154,5 – 142221,0 –0,37

2007 142221,0 –212,2 –470,4 258,2 – 142008,8 –0,15

2008 142008,8 –104,8 –362,0 257,2 – 141904,0 –0,07

Thus per 2007–2010 social criteria in comparison of Russia and the developed 
countries   began to take leading significance  in analyses of the Russian politicians and 
scientists. Some of them have led to that special federal programs have been developed for 
their correction, the large means calculated for long-term prospect are allocated that as a 
whole speaks about change of priorities in the field of national security in favour of social 
priorities. It is especially visi ble on conducted military reform where social criteria play 
today the leading part. 

For the last 25 y ears there were thus, serious, even radical, changes in world politics 
and an alignment of forces in t he  world that allows to say that the international relations 
in the XXI-st century became qualitatively others, rather than in second half of XX-th 
century. This rough process of changes is not finished completely not. Moreover, it is 
possible to say that in 10–15 years results of changes occurring today will lead to creation 
of absolutely new configuration in a rrangement of world forces. Occurrence of the new 
centres of the force, new threats, calls, and, as consequence, and new coa litions of the states 
is  accordingly inevitable. 

Thereupon the special attention is involved with the processes which are passing on 
the European continent, especially  in  connection with signing in December, 2007 of 
the Lisbon Agreement. Its ratification by 27 member-countries by the end of 2009 and 
coming into force means that there was actually a new subject the international relations – 
confederation of the European states. But same means (in connection with the taken 
member-countries obligations) that the new military-political coalition  of the states into 
which do not enter not only the USA, but also a num ber of the European countries has 
been created. 

Concept that such coalition still does only the first steps and at it is not present 
while either own institutes of mili ta ry force, or the uniform military policy. But already 
now it is possible to see that influence, for example, EuroParliament which though is 
on an intermediate stage of the development from especially declarative institute to the 
high-grade political subject, but discussed in March, 2010 take special questions, as the 
European  defensive strategy and placing of elements of the ABM of the USA in Evrope 
has increased. 
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Serious, even basic changes in sights at the international and European safety have 
occurred and in Russian elite. First  o f all it is necessary to be stipulated that for last decade 
the Russian elite, its ideology, degree of adequacy of pe rception of the international 
and internal political realities was changed. It has passed painful for herself and the 
country evolution of ideology from the end of 80th years – from idealistic submission 
about th e international safety, even euphoria, to a pragmatism, comprehension of national 
interests and quite adequate perception of the validity. This distance of huge extent has 
been passed for 25 years, but is especially fast for the last decade. Today we see absolutely 
other Russian elite, than in the late eighties, whose perception of the international realities 
still far is not ideal, but already quite corresponds to reality: it soberly evaluates a situation 
and leans in the analysis against national interests, instead of myths.

Moreover, today w e already can tell, first, about quite consolidated approach of the 
Russian elite to foreign policy and  v ision of long-term foreign policy strategy of Russia by 
it, received not so long ago an epithet “clev er” foreign policy.

Secondly, about real foreign policy results, even successes which inevitably follow 
consecutive realisation such стратеги и . To such unqualified successes the Russian elite 
carry an item of Russia during the osetino-Georgian conflict in 2009, signed the Russ ian-
American agreement about СНВ-3 in April, 2010, an item of Russia concerning events in 
Kirg hizia in April, 2009, the Russian-Polish relations, but, the main thing, agreements with 
Ukraine, reached in March-April, 2010.

With reference to questions of the international and European safety, thus, we 
can speak about two parallel processes which in the la s t 20 years promptly developed. 
Unfortunately, not always in one direction. The first process – haotizatsii the international 
relations, a withdrawal from the old system which have received the name “Vestfalsky”,  
but not issued in new system of the international relations where the temptation of use 
of mili tary force became stronger, than it was till 90th years. Within the limits of this 
process and simultaneously with it the integration process in Europe which has actually 
transformed 2010 Europe into the Confederation of 27 states connected by military-
political obligations, i.e. in a military-political coalition developed.

The second process occurred the same years on the post-Soviet territory. It meant 
evolution in sights (not only the Russian elite, bu t  also elite of the Post-Soviet states) from 
postcommunist to national-democratic, from euphoria concerning the USA and Europe 
of times of M. Gorbac hev, to a sober estimation of a role and a place of the countries in the 
world and in Europe. This evolution – result, elite attempts to adapt for new international 
realities, considering own national interests. In this process of evolution the huge role 
belongs to Europe and the European Union which are considered by Post-Soviet elite not 
only as partners, but also as the future allies and members of the general political and 
economic space.

Thus formation of an item of Russia concerning safety problems occurred at quite 
matured, skilled and pragmatic Russian elite which h a s taken place the difficult period of 
a political and ideological growing, failures, even defeats and crises for the last 25 years. 
Both Russia, and its elite by the end of the first decade of the XXI-st century became 
others. Russia, without looking at all  at crisis, has returned the complete sovereignty and 
independence in foreign policy, and the elite – has  got rid of euphoria of unjustified hopes 
and idealisation of the international relations which were peculiar to it in M. Gorbachev 

Evolution of Submissions the Russian Elite...                                    Translate by “PROMT”
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and B. Eltsin. Naturally and naturally  that the approach of the Russian elite to problems of 
the international and European safety was changed also. And on opposite: From blokovogo 
the approach of the middle of 1980th years – to failure of national interests and loss of 
the sovereignty of the period 1990, and then – to politicians of forming of system of the 
European safety together with the former opponents in the first decade of t he XXI-st 
century.
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The Russian elite 
in the XXI-st century beginning: 
The approach to safety problems 

“… our problem consists today in creating strong system of the international 
safety” 

D. Medvedev

For the last 20–25 years as it was already told, evolution of sights of the Russian elite on 
problems of the international safety has pas sed a significant way. And during the different 
periods the sight in the elite, and number and influence of its supporters varied as domi-
nating. As a whole it is possible to allocate following stages conditionally:

I stage: 1987-1995. The period “romanticism” in the external and turna round policy 
when failure of oppositio n and “cold war” was consider e d by ruli ng elite as a main ve ctor 
of foreign policy. In M. Gorbachev’s board as the basic “theoretical” a postulate the 
concept  “new thinking” (which, however so never and has not been formulated distinctly 
up to the end) acted. This stage was characterised by failure of such basic concepts as 

“national interest” (this term in general has disappeared from a politica l lexicon for a while), 
“strategic parity”, protection of interests of the USSR and Russia abroad.

Supporters of this approach, first of all Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the USSR of 
E. Shevarnadze and Russia – A. Kozyrev, pursued a policy  “of concessions” on all azimuths 
which as a result has led to partial loss of the sovereignty of Russia and its i tems in the world. 
With reference to Europe foreign policy interests of Russia carried abstract-subordinated, 
even romantic character when it was initially supposed that “everything that does the 
West, – it is good for Russia”.

During this period the ruling elite advancing a foreign policy of Russia, had an 
influential opposition which can be divided into two camps –   communists and nationalists. 
And both these of the camp, even wit h allowance for an influential segment of not 
politized administrative elite, constituted the majority of the Russian elite. Concerning 
foreign policy the opposition was supported even by a significant part of ruling elite and 
bureaucracy, including the Ministry of For eign Aff airs, power structures. Relative and 
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absolute weakness of neoliberals explains, why their influence has held on so not for long 
in foreign policy.

II stage: 1995-1999. This stage is characterised by disposal of the Russian ruling elite 
of foreign policy illusions. “Protrezvljajushchimi  a rguments”  which influe nced elite these 
years, were suc h factors, as: a policy of expansion of the NATO on the east, actual support 
of the Chechen separatists, the Antirussian activity of the West on the post-Soviet t erritory 
and whole “a bouquet” actions of the USA and the NATO, ignoring interests of Russia.

During the same period begin process of consolidation of the Russian elite on foreign 
policy que stions. It is remarkable that already on pres i dential election of 1996 practically 
was absent critic B. Eltsin concerning foreign policy from outside all candidates.

Began to vary and personnel structure of the persons influencing formation of 
foreign po licy: A. Kozyrev has replaced E. Primakov, and then I. I vanov. The structure of 
advisers of B. Eltsin in the Kremlin, a White House administration which “left” old shots – 
ideologically focused liberal democrats varied also.

During this perio d political views of the Russian elite on the European safety became 
more and more pragmatic, and the policy of the fo rced a n d voluntary concessions was by 
degrees replaced with a policy of a pragmatism and professionalism.

III stage: 1999-2010. This stage is characterised by gradual transition from a pragmatism 
to system foreign policy and security policies in w h ich basis l ong-term poli tical concepts (the 
foreign policy Concept, the Concept (Strategy) national security, the Military doctrine of 
Russia, the Concept of information safety are put, etc.) which reflect:
 ■ First, a sight of the Russian elite at national interests and values as foreign policy bases;
 ■ Secondly, the professional approach of the  R ussian elite to these problems. It is neces-

sary to tell that disorder of the state institutes i n  1990-s’ years has led to that some bod-
ies and the ministries have actually ceased to execute the functions. It has least affected 
the Ministry of F oreign Affairs and other foreign policy bodies though, inevitably, and 
it was reflected in efficiency of their work;

 ■ Thirdly, long-term and system character of foreign policy shares and initiatives. The 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, in particular, has ceased to attend feverishly “to search of 
new initiatives”, or reflective reaction to act ions of other countries that speaks well for 
predictability of foreign policy of R ussia;

 ■ Fourthly, Russia has replaced in the issue one vector of the foreign policy in favour 
of the USA and Europe on mnogovektornost, “has retur ned” to those regions of the 
world where its influence (Cuba), and even new re gions (Venezuela, Bolivia was strong 
traditionally);

 ■ Fifthly, as a special foreign policy priority the post-Soviet territory has been desig-
nated and, first of all, relations with Ukraine, Bela r us, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Arme-
nia, other former republics, including and has ceased to relieve of responsibility for 
regional conflicts (J. Osetija, Abkhazia, Dnestr region, Karabah, etc.).

 ■ Sixthly, during this period there was more actual and significant a cooperation of Rus-
sia with the USA and the European Union, in such area s , as the international terror-
ism, new calls and threats, distribution of the nuclear weapon and new technologies, 
struggle against drugs and white-washing and of some other directions which objec-
tively lead to expansion of spheres of cooperation in the field of the international and 
European safety;
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 ■ Seventhly, Russia and the European Union became slowly, but steadily to move ahead 
on all spectrum of cooperation between the Western and e a st Europe, including politi-
cal institutes, power, tourism, the finance and other directions. These processes, despite 
all difficulties, develop, involving in the orbit all new and new areas of cooperation.
At the heart of this cooperat ion the general values – democracy, the international 

law, socially focused economy, observance of fundamental r i ghts of the person which are 
inevitably perceived with national specificity lie, but do not change the general importance. 
As the former representative of Russia in Bruxelles, and nowadays the deputy minister of 
justice V. Lihachev recognises, having taken off from  signing of the Agreement on strategic 
partnership and cooperation in 1994, the Russian-EU interaction has received a strong 
multivector impulse to development with allowance for new politiko-legal and social and 
economic realities in 2005 when at the Moscow summit of the Russian Federation-EU four 
have been approved “road maps”. They concerned joint plans of Moscow and Bruxelles to 
construct the general spaces in the field of economy; external safety; freedom, safety and 
justice; sciences, formations, including cultural aspects.

The project started five years ago was a new word in the European diplomacy. Political 
in character, he leant against standard base of partner s hip of the Russian Federation-EU, 
approved reference points for its perfection. Only the number of planned international 
legal arrangements of the parties  came nearer to 30. Items containing in documents had 
a direct exit on the various legally obligatory sources developed by the  United Nations, 
OSCE, the Council of Europe, other international institutes. It, undoubtedly, strengthened 
the text “road maps” and gave political authority positi on containing in them. As a whole 
occurrence of suc h specific documents-purposes for  partnership of Russia and EU has 
been apprehended positive ly.

With reference to the new approach gene rated at modern Russian elite to the 
international and European safety it is a question of following ba s ic moments:

First, it is a question of creation of new architecture of safety in general and the 
European safety, in particular, instead of about modernis a tion of the former system which 
bases have been issued by the Helsingsky certificate in 1975. Since then has  passed 35 years: 
both the world, and Europe were considerably changed, therefore the parity of forces in the 
world, first of all in military area was considerably changed. It is necessary to carry to the 
most important cha nges:

– There are no more than two resisting ideological and political systems, and also 
milit ary-pol itical blocks – the Warsaw Treaty Organization a nd the North Atl antic Union, – 
but one of them – the NATO was saved only. Moreover, this block was essentially changed: 
and geographically, and by quantity of the countries, and the cumulative an economic and 
military power.

– Is not present resisting ideological and economic systems which not simply competed, 
but also competed on a global scale. There are no also s t ate structures which ensured such 
opposition. On all occasions at  the former countries of socialist commonwealth.

– There is no human rights issue. On all occ asions in that scale as it stood or saw in 
1970-s’ years.

That is the basic three groups of problems s  tanding in 1975 at signing of the Final 
act, look today essentially  differently. But the system of  m aintenance of the Euro pean 
safety remained former, by that which has been created and later is added for the decision 
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of these  groups of problems. As has diplomatically noted D. Medvedev, “… the present 
system of the international safety is not ideal … For this reason there was our idea of 
creation of a new European design of safety – Agreements for the European safety”.

Secondly, the safety Medvedev's system, should lean against international law, 
ins tead of political expediency, ideological motives or economi c  interests. Today it not so. 
We see many examples of how as a substantiation for those or other actions it is used not 
rules of law, and the most different motives and arguments, including ideological, even 
the private. Here again the  great value has the whole complex  of arrangements between 
Russia and the European Union which can and should base on norms of international law. 
So, in frameworks only the first, economic, a direction approved in number “of four road 
maps” at the summit of Russia and the European Union in 2005, there was a system of 16 
branch dialogues (the investment, power dialogue, transport regulation, industrial policy 
and  business, space, agriculture, financial and economic policy, state purchases, fishery, etc.

The second “a road map” is devoted external safety and has the specific problems – 
maintenance of the international order, indivisible safety,   respect of the United Nations, etc. 
As V. Lihachyov recognises, “During realisatio n of the document of EU and the Russian 
Federations repeatedly showed the individual and co-operative ability to influence world 
processes, to achieve optimisation miroupravlenija. The Bright example their cooperation 
in spheres: struggle against terrorism (according to the international standards in the field 
of human rights, bezhenskim the right and humanitarian law, on bases of the international 
and regional forums, in particular, Counterterrorist committee SB of the United Nations); 
non-distribution, an export quotas and disarmament, a universalisation of the international 
instruments – DNJAO, KZHO, KBTO, DVZJAI, strengthening of universal warranties 
MAGATE, the nuclear file of the North Korea and Iran, support of disarmament co nference 
in Geneva). The significance has dialogue on safety issues and crisis regulation  for the purpose 
reactions to modern global both regional calls and the basic threats. A major landmark was 
involvement (at the desire of EU) the Russian helicopter group for maintenance of military 
operation of the European Union in Chad and TSAR in 2008-2009 working interaction 
between the Russian ships active in gulf of Aden, and EU operation `Atalanta` on struggle 
against a piracy at coast Somalias ` Now is adjusted”.

Thirdly, inadmissibility of the conflicts, used military force as the foreign policy 
instrument.  Today the European system of safety supposes it, including outside of Europe. 
In due course the former US State Secretary K.Rajs has told that “just as operate on a figure 
chessboard strong and weak, and in the politician the supersta te advances and directs acts 
of other states. And strong stronger can resist only”. Probably, this recognition, – a present 
reality, but whether should pas s inevitably influence of one power in use of military force? 
From the first thesis of the Russian president advancing a priority of international law, 
follows  that is not present: military force should not be applied unilaterally. It – as the sole 
penalty, – can be only result of the collective decision based on international law.

Fourthly, the new architecture of the European safety should exclude dom ination of 
any state or the several states. Today this poss ibility is at the U SA, but tomorrow it can 
appear and at other countries, for example, China.

At last, fifthly, not casually D. Medvedev has told a word “now”, addressing not only 
to the international community, but also the Russian elit  e . As it is represented to me, he 
wished to und erline, what exactly in the end of the first decade of a new century has come 
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time of revaluation of the developed international realities not only the period “cold 
war”, but also the next years. And it is valid: opposition betwee n the  East and the West it 
has ended, finished the transition period in Russia and the countries which were  allies of 
the USSR (was or nearly so finished), but the system  of the international safety which  have 
developed after the Second World war remained former. “Now” – means failure of the 
concept of an atlanticism which underlay system of safety of the West after the Second 
World War.

Such intention o f Russia as a whole corresponds also to interests of the West which 
by and large is not interested in unilateral actions. As has   fairly noticed the former state 
US State Secretary K. Rajs, “Isolation of Russia does not give us any prize and does 
not correspond to our interests”. But it is too revolutionary failure of stereotypes of an 
atlanticism which is hardly real the next years. We understand that  the stable and reliable 
future system of safety cannot be built, proceeding from tactical accounts.

The similar approach to combined action on strengthening of the international safety 
not only Russian, but also the western elite can be unique  t he constructive. It is necessary 
to recognise that in a number of the co untries of Europe, especially in new members 
of Eurocommunity, in the last years there was also other point of view. Under various 

`historical` pretexts first of all 1930 and 1940th years, undertake conscious and p ersevering 
attempts not so much search o f historical true, how many revision of results of the Second 
World War, so and developed after conferences in Yalta and Potsdam international realities. 
Including attempts “are known to equate” responsibility of the USSR and Germany, to 
identify Hitlerite and Stalin modes.

To use history as the political instrument for revision of the deve loped international 
realities try always, but in Russia very painfully and wa t ch closely this process. For this 
reason in May, 2009 the President of Russia had been created the special Commission 
on counteraction to attempts of falsification of history to the detriment of to interests of 
Russian Federation which has done the big work of historic-educational character, having 
prepared and having manufactured only fo r one year of ten tele- and broadcasts, books, 
hundred articles and magazines.

It is necessary to underline that in Russia attempts of revision of results of the Secon d 
World war and the developed system of the international safet y directly connect with 
D. Medvedev's initiative about joint modernisation of system of the international safety, 
creation of its new architecture. Refusing support of this initiative of D. Medvedev, but 
simultaneously inspiring campaign for revision of results of war and the developed system 
of safety, the West puts itself in an ambiguous item which can be interpr eted as intention to 
undertake unilateral actions on replacement of one system of safety on another.

The European safety can hypothetically affect and other states, including both to an 
arrangement on Near and Middle East. Modern technologies, i n i.e. nu clear and rocket, do 
not exclude such possibility in the near future.

This part of the initiative of Russia – external, but for understanding of an item of the 
Russian elite it is necessary to imagine its present mo tivation clearly. It,  in my opinion, can 
be stated in following theses:

Considerably all system of the international relations and safety system in the world 
towards chaos and instability varies. Russia should find the place in these conditions. As 
rector MGIMO has underlined A. Torkunov, «deep and accelerated changes in world poli-
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tics after the termination `cold war` became the conventional phenomenon of modern 
political process... It is made, replacement of the international system which have appeared 
as a result of the Vestfalsky world, by new system. Last, by a recognition of analysts, is 
much more difficult, dynamical, unstable and much less predicted, than existing in years 

`cold war`”.
The chaos and unpredictability became norm, and in the international relations con-

stantly there are new developments of uncertainty and deep changes: break up old and 
there are new, sometimes unexpected interrelations, – continues A. Torkunov, – there 
are new axes and knots of contradictions, strategic paradigms vary. It is formed dense 
transnational political and economic environment, including mechanisms and institutes 
amplify nadnatsionalnye structures. The side between international and internal policy is 
even more often erased.

Strong negative effect on system of the international safety was rendered  b y events 
in South Ossetia. For the Russian elite on August, 8th, 2008   on the importance became 
the same that for the USA on September, 11th. It has lost the last illusions  about an item 
of the West and about safety system in the modern world. As president D. A. Medvedev 
repea tedly marked, “the architecture of the international safety existing till August, 8th has 
proved the weakness”. Moreover, D. Medvedev considers that “if we had effective institutes 
of the European safety, maybe, events which h ave occurred in August, 2008, it would be 
possible to avoid”. Probably it not naivety, and belief of the Russian president.

The certificate of aggression of Georgia against South Ossetia and the subseque nt 
c ompulsion of an aggressor to the world from outside the Russi a n peacemakers have 
caused crisis in system of the international relations. On the one hand, appear, that the 
democratic countries of the world should support aspiration of Russia to rescue whole 
people from genocide with und erstanding to concern its item actually has developed a 
situation when the same forces have actually taken the aggressor side. And actually in 
the categorical form. In actions of Russia they have seen only “imperial  ambitions” and 
aspiration “to take under the control space of the former USSR”.

The relation of the Russian elite to a present condition of the international safety has 
been prepared by a number of competing concepts which t r ied to explain occurring 
changes. In first half 1990th years general attention the theory “has involved collisions of 
civilisations”, the offered S. Hantingtonom. Today she endures the original Renaissance. 
With its help try to explain powerful The wide circulation in 1990-s’ years was received 
by the concept “the unipolar world”. And today at it it is a lot of supporters. To a certain 
extent it is supported by the supporters of neoliberal views assuming gradual dissolution of 
nation states in “postnational” processes and institutes. One resea rchers with hope, others – 
with sharp alarm speak about hypothetical formation global “to liberal empire” with the 
centre in the United States.

At last, in occurring changes som etimes see deep, but chaotic re-structuring of world 
politics in which a little stable  trends of development till now were not designated.

More often the changes occurring in world system, explain globalisation. This term 
was included into a modern political and scientific l e xicon. Most likely, – I agree with 
A. Torkunov, – it is a question of set occurring as in parallel, and in interaction with one 
another the  changes deeply mentioning ec o nomic and the policy. One of these changes 
were showed distinctly enough, others – only are scheduled.
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Choice of the scenario of modernisation 
as Self-identification of the Russian elite

“the West to us not the decree and not prison …” 
I.A.Ilin

“In the European Union consistently get rid. … the sovereignty of the 
separate states …”

A. Torkunov

It is necessary to understand that the choice tsivilizatsionnoj models and models 
of modernisation is in many respects predetermined by the Russian elite of historical, 
cultural and spiritual traditions of the nation, its specific geopolitical, climatic and other 
conditions. To ignore them, and furthermore to impose certain “ideal”, abstract models it 
is senseless. And the Russian elite in the majority well enough understands today it (unlike 
the beginning of 1990th years), is not dependent on what world outlook or ideological 
concept it adheres. Its substantiation the professor G. N. Smirnov can be an example of 
allocation of such Russian specificity (though there is a set and other substantiations and 
the authors arguing similarly): 

From the point of view of national, Russia – a difficult ethnic generality at the heart 
of which viability the powerful mononational nucleus velikorossov, an interacting on 
voluntary basis equal in rights with other people which have expr essed readiness to live in 
the uniform state with this slavic nucleus lies.

From the poin t  of view of historical, Russia – the carrier slavic “cultural-historical 
type”, the heir-at-law of a two-thousand-year civilisation pervohristianskih apostolic 
communities, the Kiev Russia, the Moscow kingdom, the Russian empire, Soviet Union.

From the point of view of geop olitical, Russia – a core and a main  s upport of the 
European block, a counterbalance gegemonistskim to aspirations of the USA and the 
Atlantic big space.

From the point of view of economic, Russia – the independent economic organism 
essentially different under laws of the activity from the wester n  model “of an open market” 
and requiring not in reorganisation or a shock therapy, but in evolutionary original 
development, working out of own economic model.
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From the point of vie w of mirovozzrencheski-ideological, Russia – the keeper of 
the ancient spiritual tradition which fundamental values are sobornost or a collectivism, 
derzhavnost or the state self-sufficiency and aspiration to an embodiment of the maximum 

“heavenly ideals of justice and a brotherhood in terrestrial valid”.
At the same time, recognising this specificity, the Russian elite does not deny, and 

recognises the all-European generality which, in its opinion, does not contrast features 
of Russia. Within the limits of this dominating approach is private and even marginalnye 
sights which can essentially differ. Thus it is necessary to rec o gnise that in the first decade of 
the XXI-st century Russia, its elite, has not produced a definitive item concerning the way of 
development, including and such basic positions as, for ex ample, ways of the modernisation.

It is necessary to recognise that this process of self-identification and a choice of 
the scenario of modernisation in Russia was obviously tightened. In 2004 I wrote that 
before the Russian elite  there is a choice from three variants of modernisation: inertial 
(continuations of a policy to 2004), is extensive-resource (attem p t “doubling” gross 
national product); intensively-tehnologicheskogo. As a result the Russian elite de facto 

“has chosen” the second, is extensive-res ource variant of development which adheres up to 
2010 , declaring in words necessity of transition to the innovative scenario of development. 
Actually no choice and has taken place, if as a choice to unde rstand not a choice of moods 
in this or that advantage, and a choice of decisions and real actions.

Today this choice looks as follows. Russia can choose conditionally “a pro-American 
variant”, “Prochinese” or the national-foc used variant of modernisation. It is remarkable that 
speech do es not go about other variants or models – “Islamic”, “Singapore”, or any else though 
some of them looks for a part of the Russian e l ite quite attractive. At all these variants is both 
the supporters, and the opponents. And not only in the Russian elite. So, the former prime 
minister of Yugoslavia (2001–2002) M. Panich, a ledge in the end of April, 2010 in MGIMO 
has declared: Russia needs to deepen economic interaction with neighbours. Russia can enter 
the European Union as they are interested in each other. Close economic integration of Russia 
and China would be other variant. In any case at Russia multi-variant approach of develop-
ment and a choice of model of modernisation is saved. Graphically it looks as follows.

Россия

Национально-ориентированный 
вариант («европейский»)

1)
3)

в условиях коррупции
и переходного политического

периода

«Прокитиайский 
вариант»

«Проамериканский 
вариант»

2)

Тоталитарная 
модернизация

Демократическая 
модернизация
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Thus it is necessary to understand that the choice of the first or second variant assumes 
essential loss of  the sovereignty, and, in the end, and national identity that in the conditions 
of globalisation will possibly lead to washing out and nation disappe arance.

Also it is important to  understand that the modernisation   first a varian t assumes 
its realisation by those methods which are peculiar for the  USA and China, in the is 
conditional-democratic methods and instruments, and the second – totalitarian.

If to try to analyse, what part of the Russian elite supports this or that variant it wil l  appear 
that supporters of the first or second variant in Russia obvious minority. Even supporters of 
the Communist Party of the Russian Federation who like to hold up as an example the Peoples 
Republic of China, at the slightest pretext, mean t h at the control of a handheld computer and 
the state in a transition period has proved the obvious advantages, but are completely not 
inclined in everything, especially in the politician, to follow on the Chinese waterway.

Much more supporters at the second, pro-American variant, but also they, even among 
neoliberals are in obvious minority. For mer idealisation of the American model has left far 
in the past.

Thus the overwhelming majority of the Russian elite is supporters of the third variant 
of modernisation and development which conditionally associ a tes with “European” model. 
Naturally, with the Russian specificity which reflects geopolitical, historical and other 
re alities. This choice speaks first of all identifications of the Rus s ian elite with history and 
culture of Europe which is considered as an integral part of the Russian culture and history, 
and that, in turn, as a subject of national pride. The re sult of the sociological interrogation 
conducted in 2009 is curious thereupon. So, on a question: If you are proud of Russia, than 
it is caused? (The sum of answers is not equal 100% as by an int errogation technique it was 
possible to choose some variants. The data is resulted from quantity of respondents testing 

As a whole historical past of Russia 77,677,6

Achievements in the field of the literature and art 57,257,2

The big territory and riches of natural resources      42,142,1

Beauty of the nature 40,140,1

Scientific and technical achievements 38,838,8

Spirituality of the Russian people 36,236,2

Achievements in sports 16,416,4

Erudition of the Russian people 15,115,1

Defensibility of the country 11,811,8

Political influence of Russia in the world community of the countries 9,99,9

Other 1,31,3

It is remarkable that among results sotsoprosov attracts attention interrogation about 
a role of statesmen of Russia where the best points were received by those persons who 
anyhow contact struggle for the sovereignty of Russia, its preservation statehood.
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How you evaluate a role of following statesmen and military leaders in destiny of 
Russia?

 Basically the 
positive

The
insignificant

Basically
the negative

Were hin-
dered to answer

Alexander Nevsky            90,090,0 3,53,5 1,01,0 5,55,5

Dmitry Donskoj       84,084,0 8,08,0 0,50,5 7,57,5

Ivan Groznyj   45,045,0 6,06,0 31,031,0 18,018,0

Peter I 90,590,5 1,51,5 3,53,5 4,54,5

Catherine II 76,576,5 13,513,5 4,04,0 6,06,0

A. Suvorov 93,093,0 5,55,5 –– 1,51,5

Nikolay II 24,024,0 28,528,5 36,536,5 11,011,0

V. Lenin 36,036,0 5,05,0 42,542,5 16,516,5

I. Stalin 42,042,0 3,03,0 39,039,0 16,016,0

G. Zhukov 84,584,5 7,07,0 2,02,0 6,56,5

N. Hrushchev 37,537,5 29,529,5 18,518,5 14,514,5

L. Brezhnev 21,021,0 40,540,5 25,025,0 13,513,5

M. Gorbachev 25,525,5 14,514,5 48,048,0 12,012,0

B. Eltsin 24,024,0 11,511,5 52,052,0 12,512,5

V. Putin 63,563,5 13,513,5 7,07,0 16,016,0

National European specificity of Russia has very important feature – historical 
memory of many generations of invasion from the West. It is no casual among the 
greatest figures of Russia at number 1 A. Nevsky which all activity – as the statesman, the 
commander, the diplomat and the supporter of Orthodoxy – has been connected with 
reflexion of aggression of the West on the East has been na med in 2009. I will underline – 
not one or two attacks, and West movement on the East. As the Russian historians write 
today, “… what  would be (estimations and the data about battle), the political, moral and 
psychological and diplomatic significance of a victory cannot be called into question – in 
1242 Russian have defended the independence and the territories in the face of aggression 
from the West, or, if to take advantage of words of contemporary Alexander Nevskogo, 
aggressors did not  manage … `to subordinate the slavic people to themselves`”.

A. Nevsky’s huge popularity in Russia can be understood only when will accept 
perception of this politician as the perso n who has defended national identity, the state and 
Orthodoxy from West aggression. In the same context it is necessary to consider and other 
historical experience of Russia – invasion of armies of Napoleon in 1812, consolidated 
under the banners almost all Europe in agg r ession against Russia.
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In the XX-th century the attack of Germany to the USSR also can be considered as an 
attack “big” Europe, after all in the armies of the Reich which has attacked to the USSR in 
Jun e , 1941, were Romanian, Hungarian, Bulgarian, Austrian, Spanish and so forth divisions.

More difficult with a choice of the Russian elite mezhu the totalitarian and democratic 
form of modernisation and developme n t. The Russian and world experience quite often 
testify in favour of the totalitarian form of political board in a transition period, even 
in favour of dictatorship. It is remarkable that to such item today adhere not only the 
convinced statesmen, but also many libera l s who believe that only dictatorship can cope 
with total corruption and absolute power of officers.

It is important however that both a totalitarian method of modernisation, and 
democratic do not call into question neither the European identity of Russia, nor 
ne cessity of the widest cooperation with the European Union countries, necessity to be 
in uniform system of safety. On all occasions until in Europe with understanding concern 
interests of safety of Russia. Even in the osetino-Georg i an conflict when the criticism of 
Russia from outside the West has sharply amplified, i n Russia there were no supporters of 
other point of view though the NATO item has added sobriety and adequacy of perception 
of realities to the Russian elite.

Thus the third choice as it mean s as a matter of fact preservation of tradition of the 
European choice of Russia is more preferable to overwhelming majority of the Russian 
elite and company, naturally, with the cul tural it cultural, historical and other specificity, 
which (specificity) should not be exaggerated too.

Thus for elite are saved not only variants of totalitarian or democratic m o dernisation, 
but also a wide spectrum of intermediate variants, and also transitions from one model 
(variant) to other depending on circumstances, time and productivity. Authoritative, even 
totalitarian methods of modernisation for Russia, are quite comprehensible today to a 
significant part of elite which sees in t h em unique means of struggle against larceny and 
corruption, excess of officers and power structures. 

Besides in favour of totalitarian methods of modernisation tells experience of Chile, 
China, of some other countries. In my opinion, totalitarian methods – it is unique effec-
tive methods of modernisation of Russia in the conditions of a transition period. More-
over I suppose that in transition periods painless transition from one condition in other 
economy, political system and company  is  po ssible only at dictatorship. Today try to in-
troduce democratic procedures, including rules of law and rules into company which has 
not finished the period of the transformation. As a result there is a set of representatives 
of bureaucra cy and supervising bodies, laws, rules of law. For some reason it is considered 
that it promotes democratic state formation. Actually these democratic attributes form the 
amorphous, incapa citated, extremely inefficient state. So, the huge number of new officers 
and millions d ocuments – normative acts, regulations was during the last years added, 
whether instructions, etc. There was Russia as a result demokratichnee?

Dictatorship in a transition period allows to solve many problems.  First of all “to cut” 
from resources a significant part of officers, to force business elite not to remove money 
abroad, and to create own productions, to limit corruption, to simplify procedures of a 
countr y government and many other things. Thus actually the company, especially its main 
driving power – a creative class,   do not suffer from such form of governm ent: strangely 
enough, dictatorship influences creative activity processes positively, than neg atively is 
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more often. Examples of creativity of A. S. Pushkin and M. J. Lermontov of the period of 
an absolu tism of Nikolay I – only a little bit of such examples. At the Soviet totalitarianism 
in million circulations were published “thick” the art journals which circulation does not 
hold out today to several thousand.

But the Russian elite does not have general point of view in this matter. Probably the 
majority of this elite, including the President and the prime minister, and also party in power, 
model of democratic modernisation in its most different forms – from “adhere to sovereign 
democracy” V. Surkov to “liberal democracy of imperial type” D. Medvedev, osoznanno 
having chosen as the sample “the European model”. Thus we believe, as rector MGIMO 
has noticed A. Torkunov that “necessarily working, effective model of a democratic state 
Is necessary not necessarily ideal, but. In search of such model there can be false steps and 
errors. However as a whole it is necessary to acquire accurately that democracy not only 
postulates pluralism, but also itself, as social system model, – pljuralistichna”.

Really, scientific and political community already rather has started to speak for a long 
time about a variety not only tsivilizatsionnyh, but also democratic models. And senselessly 
and harmfully to tell about advantage of one world outlook democratic or tsivilizatsionnoj 
models over other. It is necessary to think and speak about the organisation of their fruitful 
interaction, for if also it not to do there will be their opposition. Especially in the field of such 
questions as safety. Upholding of advantages of the tsivilizatsionnoj or democratic model 
by means of force – a nonsense. But it takes place in today's international relations when try 
power methods to spread “nice modes” or “to introduce progressive forms of government”.

Discussion at the most different levels, including and on the maximum where forms 
of co-operation of different systems would be discussed is necessary, outlooks and forms 
of government, is primary proceeding from two messages: first  that any system of values, 
or models of the government cannot be ideal and is unique correct, and, secondly, that 
advantages of one system over other should be   proved out of power categories on the basis 
of norms of international law.

However today these discussions did not manage to be tran sferred in a plane of the real 
political analysis, and furthermore foreign policy practice. For this reaso n we face serious 
problems at attempts of adequate interpretation of the events occurring in the world – 
from the North Caucasus to the Near East or the Central Asia. “Primitive universalizm, – 
conside rs A. Torkuno v, – substitu t es for itself desire really to understand other culture, to 
reveal in it both positive, and dangerous to not disputed coexistence”. Moreover, I believe 
that such “primitive universalizm” actually reflects aspiration to approve as ideal one 
model – liberal. It also is incorrect, as well as to tr y by means of such universalizma to 
approve Chinese or Islamic tsivilizatsionnye models.

Actually in practical politics always there will be political forces which will aspire to 
make it in any camp – Chinese, Muslim or liberal for ideas of Messianizm are old as the 
world and underlie any ideology. It is important, that these ideas did not start to acquire 
agg ressive, more violently the form. And this rule should lie in the basis, the base of  any 
system of the international or   regional safety.

It is especially necessary to tell about fashionable today concept “tolerance” which 
means the tolerant relation to features of other race, civilisations, religions. In my opin-
ion, this should pass tolerance in respect and aspiration to understand a nd enrich culture, 
instead of to ad apt to them. And it too a problem of the international safety. Its essence 
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consists in saving system o f  national tr aditional values which not only “suffered” presence 
of other valuable system, but also interacted, enr iched it. In this sense experience of Russia 
and Russian people which throughout many centuries not simply got on is unique, but also 
peacefully co-existed with other cultures. In Russia there were no prosecutions neithe r on 
national, nor to religious signs on all extent of its history. National and religious minority 
have saved the identity at princes, tsars, secretaries general. It is huge achievement of which 
other states and the nations cannot brag.

Separately – about democracy. Di sputes on it in today's Russia have not so much 
scientific, how many a political basis. Opponents of a present mode take of an item according 
to which they report missing democracies in Russia. But it is an item, instead of argument. 
These opponents as the sample take a certain ideal de mocratic model which does not exist in 
the nature. Moreover, never also d i d not exist. At last, they declare that discrepancy of this 
 model – thr eatens the international safety. From here follows “simple” a logic conclusion to 
harden the international and European safety it is necessary to create similar, ideal  democratic 
model of the state. As has underlined A. Torkunov, “in Russia slowly, but steadily there is 
own, national-original model of democracy. Objectively, irr espective of will of governors 
or foreign advis ers, it arises from connection of two diverse bases. First, from principles of 
c lassical western democracy. Secondly, from a complex of traditional Russian submissions 
about a dmissible, from the point of view of public morals, parities between freedom and 
rather, a liberty and a debt, pa tience and requital, fidelity and protection”.

By 2010, especially in c onnection with celebrating of the 65 anniversary of the Victory, 
discussion round democracy which has acquired the form “struggle with stalinizm” again has 
become aggravated. Som e mass-media and representatives of elite even have regarded this 
discussion as “attempt to return to stalinizm”. Actually “the Stalin history” has not something in 
common neither wi t h a policy, nor with future democracies. It testifies only to one: the history 
of Russia, history of its ideological currents, – proceeds. As V. Dani lov has fairly noticed, – 

“…It is a sympto m of returning of historical prospect. Stalin's returning – on portraits and 
buses, in teleserials and documentary films-reconstruction designates very important thing: 
the recognition of th at was possible to avoid  the history end. It is known that crash of the 
USSR has allowed an idol of neoliberalism of Frensisu to Fukuyama to write an ode on a 
victory of liberal democracy. Communication of history with struggle of t otalitarianism and 
liberal democ racy goes back to Posthegelian ideas of Russian emigrant Alexander Kozheva 
for  which the Stalin USSR just and meant `the history end`. `Today Stalin’s returning means 
disc ourse end about the history end in any mode. But a t all does not mean, as liberals consider, 
a Stalin revenge  – that is a recognition stalinizma as  legal alternative. `The history end` fixed 
totalitarian modes as the form of political withdrawa l from history, but, simultaneously, the 
same gesture believed a happy happy end as out of historical process. Stalinizm formally it 
appeared it is identical to liberal democracy as th e probable  end of history and the big-times 
politics end. Vozrashchenie Stalin means that liberal democracy as is not removed from the 
histor ical summons, and the policy again has possibility to become `big`”.

Thereupon reflects attention the report made  in April, 20 10 the founder of the Russian 
sociology of V. Jadov, devoted to modern social realities.

In its opinion, Russia is intensively included in the world market and accordingly – 
in the international political processes, and consequently effect of external factors 
comparably on the importance with internal. “I consider that `the special  w ay` Russia can 
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Choice of the scenario of modernisation as Self-identification of the Russian elite

be that only i n sense of definition of its unique position in economic space in the market 
of natural resources. In space of world  p olitics the present and the future of the country 
comes under influence of set of essentially unpredictable effects though the general 
vector of  movement in the future is advanced since Peter the Great”. The term “national 
style” transformatsionnyh processes that assumes a complex of national features of social 
institutes, cultures, mentality and daily an expert of citizens of the country – from the 
handyman at the enterpri se to the president is represented to professor Jadovu adequate. 
For example, he names such features of our mentality as work as jerks and desire to operate 
is not so much under the law, how many on understanding.

“On an arena of politics the data of mass interrogations does not predict sweeping 
changes. However, judgin g by recent actions of the president and the government in a 
direction of support of science and education, amendments to the legislation on elections 
in the State Duma, reboots of mutual relations from the USA, are possible unexpectedness 
and in the field of internal policy”, – speak s  Poisons.

These are two equivalent basic beginnings of our model of democracy. They are equally 
important for Russians, and both advance our political behaviour. We see  that traditional , 
specifically Russian is not washed away, does not die off, and adapts to borrowed, is updated 
together with it, generating that synthesis which advances features of our democratic model. The 
Russian model of democracy  ideologically goes back to the same sources, as democracy in the 
Western world. Under embodiment forms this model is close Japanese, India n or South Korean.

Main difference last from classical samples consists that they developed in other 
“historical time” and, as consequence, started with other preco nditions and factors. Same 
it i s possible to tell and about the Russian democracy. Even having rel eased from the 
emotional approach which is not supposing “the general arshin”, it is possible to establish 
that ukorenennost in tradition just and  e nsures to the Russian democracy a support 
necessary for it in a national consciousness, viability in conditions sew the countries.

In favour of it, the third, a choice  of the Russian  elite speaks very many. Among the 
major argu  ments it is possible to result the following.

1. A choice of system (architecture) of safety it first of all tsivilizatsionnyj a choice, 
a choice of national identity. I n many respects it is predetermined by the cultural. 
Historical and spiritual tradition. Citizens of Russia consider themselves a s  Europeans, and 
Russia – a part of Europe. And, really, Russia – the oldest state of Europe which has been 
shown by dynastic communications s i nce XI cen  tury.

2. The choice of system of the European safety for Russia is considered by its elite as 
system of safety fro m Vancouver to Vladivostok, i.e. geographically it is territory covers 
not only a zone of responsibility of  the NATO, but also Siberia, and the Russian Far East.

3. Russia depends  very hardly on foreign policy. I will remind that Russia borders 
not only on the countries, but also all c i vilisations, r emaining itself an original part 
of a western c ivilisation. It is forced to reckon with influence of Islamic and Chinese 
civilisations which not only successfully defend the national traditions and system of 
values, but also really advance them on the Rus s ian te rritory. Recently, for example, in the 
Peoples Republic of China the works written by influe ntial authors as which affirms are 
openly published that the country should actively including with army and fleet use, to 
ensure the economic world resources and  their distribution. In 2009, for example, the book 

“China became the best seller is dissatisfied” where it was directly said that Beijing should 
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operate world resources “for the mankind blessing”, and one of its authors already wrote 
about “to shortage of a living floor space”.

As a whole the Russian political elite should guard that during the separate periods 
of time there are in this or that form territorial  problems at all frontier states with Russia.

Considering huge extent of borders, perimetre which constitutes ten thousand 
kilometres, such position should cause anxieties. It is natural that it introduces the 
difficulties to a current political life when, fo r  example, there is “suddenly” a problem of 
use of a shelf of Caspian sea at Iran.

4. At last, the Russian elite well understands that what rhetoric would not be present 
at the US A  and countries of Western Europe, Russia remains the global power which item 
should be consi dered. As has fairly told in due course the former US State Secretary K.Rajs, 

“to ignore Russia does not follow. Russia is influential force without which it is  impossible to 
solve many international prob l ems …  Isolation of Russia does not give any prize and does 
not correspond to our interests”.

Certainly, in the Russian elite there is also other point of view, namely that the USA 
and the West as a whole wish to isolate Russia and even to deprive of its sovereignty and 
independence. But supporters of this sight are in obvious minority and start to make real 
impact only in case of sharp st rain of relations or failures in internal policy.

Idea about new architecture of the European sa f ety, the offered D. Medvedev, at all ab-
straction, and the concrete plan which he has offered in October at Conferenc e on world 
politics in Eviane (France). Schematically it is possible to express it as follows.

Международные 
и внутриполитические реалии

Представительная
элита

Военно-политические
цели

Национальные интересы
и базовые ценности

Ресурсы:
— материальные;
— военные;
— дипломатические и т. д.

 

“Medvedev's Plan” represents, first, to transfer process of formation of the military-
political purposes with blokovogo or natio n al level on level of the internati onal coordi-
nation, discussion including all parties of the potential conflict. Secondly, to exclude 
initially use of military force in its direct direct form, having kept  other instruments of 
influence, protection and mainten ance of na tional interests. These are two basic moments 
concerning maintenance of the international and European safet 
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D. Medvedev's initiative on creation 
of new architecture Safety and legally 
obliging Agreement for the European 

safety (DEB)

“Such conflict (comparable to Second World War scales), unfortunately, is 
possible, and it is connected by that there are very different countries with very 
different interests” 

D. Medvedev

“… safety in Europe – the major problem of national security of the Russian 
Federation”

A. Torkunov

The recognition to the Russian presidents of the possibility of world war much means 
after all in the last years of a policy, scientists and public figures somehow avoided this 
theme. Meanwhile world (global) war, I will remind, it is war between military-political 
coalitions, blocks, or military alliances, at least, the several states. Thus existence of blocks, 
coalitions is the serious and dangerous precondition of possible world war already in 
itself.

Other party of a question – that “there are very different countries with very different 
interests”. It is an axiom of the international relations. A question of basic importance 
how to overcome how to adjust these interests? Peace, or other means? Here again we see 
two essentially different lines of thought which follow as from absence both the general 
strategy, and the uniform mechanism, uniform international legal standards of the 
decision of problems of the int ernational safety. It is a main practical problem which is 
necessary for deciding for stre n gthening of the international safety.

As a whole – to open, or it is hidden – the general dissatisfaction with a present state 
of affairs with the international and European safety prevails. Even at those p oliticians an d 
scientists who believe that is enou gh existing trunk-call platforms and institute s  for the 
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decision of safety issues. Really, today in Europe would develop like enough international 
structures – european union, the NATO, OSCE, ODKB, the CIS, etc., – which are intended 
for maintenance of the international safety of exclusively those states which are included 
into t hese structu r es, instead of protection of states all without exception. That is the 
principle of indivisibility of safety is completely not universal. But it is universal, as it is 
considered, such institute of safety, as the NATO.

That is why first of all it is necessary to return to an essence, the contents of the 
i nitiative of the Russian President which offers not blokovyj and not military mechanism 
of the coordination of various interests and distinctions between the countries, including 
(and, maybe, first of all) distinctions world outlook and ideologically.

At once I will be stipulated that putting fo rward D. Medvedev’s su ch ambitious project 
did not pursue the aim of immediate reception of result.  In my opinion, the main task 
was to designate our vision of the modern concept  o f safety and to start to negotiating 
process, to begin discussion in which course of the party could agree on all sharp – old 
and new – to problems. That is why charges in “abstraktnosti”, “nerealistichnosti” offers do 
not represent the facts. As well as in any area of human relations, corporations, the states 
followed initially to  d esignate, first, an interesting point of issue, secondly, to formulate 
the item as the offer, thirdly, to invite interested parties to discussion.

As it has been made by D. Medvedev. As the Russian representative at European union 
not has declared on April, 12th, 2010 conferences in B ruxelles “New calls to partner rela-
tions of EU and Russia”, “We do not gather is artificial to force process – it is necessary to 
type necessary critical weight” political will. But process should be inkljuzivnym, include 
all international factors – both the states, and the organisations.

The idea of preparation of the new, legally obliging Agreement for the European 
safety is put in a basis (DEB, the today consi d ering geopolitical reality, which R ussian 
president and named “the Agreem ent for the European safety”, meaning a certain 
mechanism of strengthening of safety. He also has told that “we simply should find 
a platform where set of th e most different problems will be adjusted. We should find a 
method to allow the contradic tion”.

Problem “a plant-siting” for optimum discussions and negotiations by agreement about 
the European saf e ty – important enough, even an independent theme. Today many have a 
formalistic approach which speaks well for OSCE which is throughout more than 30 years 
a platform for working out of main principles and obligations in the field of cooperation on 
all North Atlantic space. And the structure of members – covers all North Atlantic space, 
and the structure of members – covers all spectrum of the states.

 It would seem, such  platform already exists, but – it   is necessary to recognise also, – that 
today OSCE is already incapable to solve this problem for the obvious reason of egoism 
of the separate countries concerning this organisation, aspiration to use it in national or 
blokovyh the purposes. Besides, OSCE has no the legal capacity and consequently its 
possib ilities are initially obviously limited. Completely to give idea DEB to OSCE would 
mean in advance, initially to bury her though it is necessary to recognise that occurrence 
of the initiative of Medv e dev has recovered this organisation, has accelerated “korrusky 
process”, directed on OSCE effectivization.

Especially it is necessary to stay on new geopolitical realities and threats “today”, what 
did not exist before in general, or did not re ach scale of threats. So, for example, in XXI it 
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became clear that distribution of information-communication technologies has turned 
to real threat of the international safety. Accordingly, objectively there is a requirement 
not only for creation of a trunk-call platform and discussion of this problem, but also in 

“… addition world razoruz hencheskoj orders of business regarding the control over the 
most dangerous kind s  of arms and military activity by aspect IKT and information World 
process”.

In other words, D. Medvedev, the Russian elite in the firs t decade of a new century feels 
that there are possibilities for the coordination, no joint discussion of various problems of 
safety that results, probably, that this discussion and the c oordination passes without Rus-
sia, the account of its interests and an item. Besides, from this recognition of the president 
f ollows that Russia not always methods with which help safety problems are solved, at least, 
arrange. All together speaks well for that D. Medvedev does not try to overcome growing 
ignoring of  R ussia and its interests. Not casually it even uses this word “simply”, but also to 
make concept “safety” universal.

According to it Dmitry Medvedev has formulated 5 principles which, could become 
the base of such Agreement for the European safety (DEB).

The first. In the agreement accurate acknowledgement of base principles of safety and 
interstate relations  on the Euroatlantic space should contain. It is adherence to diligent 
fulfilment of the international obligations; respect of the sovereignty, territorial integrity 
and p olitical independence of the states. Respect of all  other principles which follow 
from the United Nations Organization Charter, “from this, witho u t the exaggeration, the 
fundamental document”.

The given formulation does not contain any essentially new offers. Except for one: 
simila r  international obligat ions should have universal character, i.e. be applied by all 
states under the relation to all states, instead of have selective character. Not a  secret that 
in the last years “the political expedienc y” at times replaced rules of law. The president 
of Russia achieves only acknowledgement an d actualisation of the principles containing 
in the charter of the United Nations, other documents, including the Final act signed in 
Helsinki in 1975. Attra c ts attention also the accent made by D. Medvedev on political 
independence of the state.

In the last years this, standard postulate in t he past, is exposed to constant  auditing. 
The management of the USA openly neglects this principle, imposing to the world the 
submissions about democracy, progress , human rights and – the main thing the sovereignty. 
To a course go: economic pressure, political blackmail, information aggression and even 
direct military interference (Yugoslavia, Iraq, Afghanistan).  Russia, de facto, suggests to 
condemn collectively such practice and to exclude it from an arsenal of the international 
relations.

The second. It is   necessary to confirm clearly inadmissibility of use of force or threat 
of its application in the international relations. It is essential that the Agreement should 
give warranties of uni form treatment and observance of these principles. To fix unity of 
appro aches to the prevention and pacific settlement of conflicts on the Euroatlantic space 
too it is possible in the Agreement. An emphasis followed make on trunk-call “outcomes” – 
with allowance for opinions of the parties and at unconditional respect for peace-making 
m echanisms. Perhap s , it is necess ary to fix  and these procedures, the mechanism of settle-
ment of disputes. It would be reasonably useful.
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In development of this principle D. Medvedev's initiative assumes negotia tions of 
chiefs not only the states, but also the international institutes created on the  Euroatlantic 
space – the European Union, the NATO, OSCE, ODKB and the CIS – for discussion of 
mechanisms of maintenance of universal safety  and formation of indivisible space of 
safety. Today this problem became especially actual after coming into force of the Lisbon 
agreement according to which the states entering into the European Union actually have 
undertaken on  themselves the obligation abo u t mutual aid, i.e. have generated u niform 
space of safety outside of which there were other Jewish countries.

The given principle can be considered as decoding and detailed elaboration of the first, 
with a stress on creation of concrete trunk-call mechanisms. Certainly, the recognition 
of equal rights of all states – potential participants  of the agreement, irrespective of their 
accessory to the political unions and military blocks here is meant.

The third principle logically follows from the second: “it is warranties of maintenance 
of equal safety. Equal safety, instead of any other. Here again it is necessary to follow 
three `not`. Namely: not to ensure the  s afety for the account of s afety of others. Not to 
suppose (within the limits of any military alliances and coalitions) the actions weakening 
unity of the general space of safety. And, thirdly, not to allow, that development of military 
alliances was carried out to the detriment of safety of other pa rties to an agreement”.

The told has a direct bearing, for example, on such new subject of the international 
relations who became the European Union after coming into force of the Lisbon agree-
ment. As professor MGIMO has fairly noticed by M. L. Entin, “Political and geographical 
borders of EU are astable. At any moment they can be changed. With an area of the living 
floor space of EU so till now also it was not advanced. Where external expansion can get it, 
it is necessary to guess only. The decision on external frontiers of expansion `twenty seven` 
is definitively not accepted Bruxelles, capitals. One states would like it to continue, others 
would prefer to stay at some instant. One recognise that the Union has gone too far with 
integration. Other would like still bolshego. The signals submitted different forces in EU, 
are inconsistent”. And further:

“So, the policy concerning the Balkans is already carried for a long time to the category 
of the internal. Subregion absorption is only a matter of time. It will begin with Croatia 
and will not stay, while all Balkan countries will not appear in association. In April, 2009, 
definitively fixing the indicated trend, the demand for the introduction was submitted by 
Albania.”

But also to Moldova, Ukraine, Belarus and even Transcaucasia of EU has the kinds. 
On all occasions, advances with political elite of these countries Bruxelles intensively at-
tend. Dreams of membership prospect it is skilful podpityvaet. Under the Lisbon agree-
ment any of them can apply for it in case will satisfy to political and economic criteria of 
membership. The care of achievement of these criteria is registered in the politician of the 
neighbourhood of EU and east partnership. To Juridiko-geographical criteria, being the 
European countries, they initially correspond.

Equality of the rights of all participants of the agreement should to be embodied in 
equal pledgings of security. The general  recognition of this  postulate, as a matter of fact, 
would mean gradual demilitarisation of the military-political unions. The active charter 
of the NATO provides the obligation of members of the union: aggression c oncerning 
any  of them is considered, as aggression against all. And if the member of the NATO itself 
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provokes reta liatory actions which will be qualified by it as aggression? We will imagine, 
what could occur, if Georgia  a t the moment of the attack to South Ossetia was a member 
of the NATO?!

The fourth. In the Agreement it is important to confirm that any state and any inte rna-
tional organisation cannot have exclusive rights on a maintenance of peace and  stability 
in Europe. To the full it concerns and Russia.

It, of course, “a stone”, thrown towards the USA for no other country also applies for 
a similar  role. In Europe the American military bases, the nuclear weapon are placed. 
The USA actively interfere with each  conflict situation on continent. A fresh example – 
occurrence of the ships of the American Navy in the Black Sea coast of cauca s us during 
the Osetino-G e orgian conflict.

But this principle has also other party: occurrence of new threats and problems in 
the field of safety requires meaningful dialogue of  all intere sted parties. If any country 
has te m ptation and possibility “to solve a problem” unilaterally, without consultations it 
can lead to unpredictable reaction of other states. Such potential scenarios and reaction  
variants there can be a set. To pr ovide all – it is impossible, but it is possible and it is 
necessary to agree about failure of unilateral actions in case of occurrence of new threa t, 
preliminary consult a tions in which all interes ted parties can participate.

Similar circumstances can a rise not only on the European c ontinent, but also in other 
regions of the world where interests of  the European states can be crossed. So, for example, 
in 1956 during Suez crisis, in the Near East interests of the USSR, Great Britain and France 
which not only have led to scale use of military force, but also threat of nuclear war have faced.

Today such potential regions Middle East, Transcaucasia, Arctic regions, t he 
Mediterranean, and other regions even removed from Europe can be any more only Near, 
but also.

And, at last, the  fifth: “it is exp edient to establish base parametres of the control 
over arms and reasonable sufficiency in military building. And also new quality of the 
interaction, the new procedures, new mechanisms of interaction in such directions, as 
distribution to the OHM, the narcotraffic and terrorism”.

Speech here goes about d evelopment of the whole package of agreements  u nder the 
control for nuclear and conventional armaments in Europe. Old agreements (for example, 
the Agreement for usual armed forces in Europe) after disintegration of the   USSR have 
completely lost sense and have ceased to  be the lever of stabilisation of military-political 
conditions.

From its part Russia undertakes  all possible that its actions on safety were not considered 
in the West as threat. So, according to the majority of the western experts though expansion of 
activity of the   NATO and the European Union on the post-Soviet territory also is considered 
in the new military doctrine Russian as main threat, “ … it is obvious enough that Russia is 
not going to increase the military potential on the western borders”.

Has come to search for time new camp aigns to the control over arms in the world and 
especially in Europe. It recognis e  already and sane Europeans.

The idea of construction of new system of the European safety offered by Russia has 
conceptual and long-term character and is directed in the future. I will repeat, anybody 
in Russia and not to hope th at the Agreement will manage to be signed in short-term 
prospect. The diplomacy history however learns that without having made the first step, it is 
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impossible to take the subsequent steps to the scheduled purpos e . It is a little probable, that 
all states have immediately refused the sights at a role of military force  and corresponding 
institutes, recognise d  universality of principles of safety and norms of international law.

In my opinion, the general sense of performance of Dmitry Medvedev can be briefed is 
short so: Russia does not agree with model of the unipolar world and an arbitrariness of any 
one superstate or groups of the countries. We sugges t to change this vicious international 
order a trunk-call way, through compromise and consent search including all interested 
states, the international and public institutes.

The followed events in 2009 in South Ossetia, inflamed in August, o nly have hardened 
reliance that such agreement is extremely necessary. The Russian projec t  of the new 
agreement has fast dispersed on the world. It have directed to all member countries of 
OSCE, and also to heads of the states CIS. All countries could familiarise with the general  
skeleton of  the document.

14 items of the agreement assume fastening on the Euroatlantic space of principles of 
indivisible and equal safety, nenanesenija safety one another. Any security measures of the 
participa n t or group of parties to an agreement  are carried out exclusively with allowance 
for interests of safety of other members of the agreement.

Thus anybody, within the limits of the Agreement, should not mention the actions 
colleagues, and also undertakes not to support such actions and  not to participate in them. 
It concerns not only is direct actions against the participa n t of the agreement, but also 
granting of the terri tory and use of territory of other participant with the purposes of 
preparation or realisation of armed attack against one or several parties to an agreement.

Moreover, parti es to an agreement have the right to enquire in advance on diplomatic 
chan nels the information concerni n g essential measures of legislative, administrative or 
organizational character accepted by others participant which, in their opinion, mentions 
their safety.

The contract draught provides some levels of the mechanism of the decision of disputes. 
The idle time – consultations of parties to an agreement. Other two variants – conference 
of member s of the agreement and extreme conference. The party to an agreement in which 
opinion there is a n  infringement or threat of infringement of its positions, can direct the offer 
on realisation of consultations, can invite the partner or group of partners to consultations.

The echo of the Caucasian collision in August of last year distinctly sounds in 7 article 
of the docume n t. Without damage to positions of article 8 of the present Agreement the 
Participant has the right to consider armed attack on other Participant as armed attack on 
it, – the project  states. – In a procedure of the right to self-defence according to article 51 of 
the Charter of the United N ations Organization it has the right to grant the Participant on 
whom armed attack is made, from its consent, the necessary helpIn 8 item of the document, 
in turn, it is told about convocation of extreme conference of members of the agreement 
in case of similar aggressions including as directly parties of the conflict, and the third 
members of the agreement. “Extreme Conference of Participants is competent if in it 
participate not less the four fifth Participants of the present Agreement, – is written down 
in a draught document. – Decisions of Extreme Conference of Participants are accepted 
unanimously and are obligatory. In a case if armed attack is made by the Participant of the 
present Agreement, or from it threat of such attack proceeds, the voice of this Participant 
does not join in total number of voices of Participants at decision-making”.
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Ideologi cal aspects of the European 
safety: pro and contra 

“… the Western world is tired by own culture, avidity, operation, division, 
own pseudo-gods and disappointment in false promises”

The Pope Benedict XVI

“(European Union) it is necessary For us to revise and harden relations 
with key partners. First of all, I think of the USA, Canada, Russia, China, 
Japan, India, Brazil”

Herman Van Romnej, the president of the European Union`

Failure of attempts of construction “the unipolar world”, “the triumphal mood right” 
has got, – as, – the world the American researcher I. Vallerstajn writes to deadlock. But 
it had also one more reason – pernicious arrogance of the West, its elite which sincerely 
considered that it managed to construct “the ideal world” in which basis lie “the true values”. 
When so consider, the similar arrogance not only does not reflect a reality, but also as the 
history shows, happens is strictly punished. Today it “the arrogance of the West” prevents 
to solve real problems for excludes till now the new political conceptual approaches which 
are beyond this philosophy.

Huge, even in creation of an effective system of the European safety ideologica l aspects 
which in many respects predetermine foreign policy and an item of the European Union 
countries have excessively huge significance. These aspects traditionally played large role 
in relations between the West and the East in Europe, since the early Middle Ages, having 
mortgaged certain tradition of an uncooperative altitude to each other. And  in many 
respects this tradition, in my opinion, has subjective character: as soon as there was the 
general for Europe real threat, whether it be Napoleonic Fr ance or Hitlerite Germany, at 
once became obvious that ideological contradictions are easily surmountable, and Russia 
and other Europe has more than common interest s , than contradictions. Can be and 
today fears of those who in the  Russian elite believes, what “the ideological conflict of the 
Russian Federation to east Europeans where at Russia it is unconditional a fair item, will be 
transferred on all complex of relations of EU-Russian Federation”, – are vain?
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It especially visually is visible from Second World War history when obvious threat of 
enslavement of other Europe by Hitlerite Germany b ecame the catalyst in development of 
relations of the USSR and with other European states. So, in a month with small after an 
attack of Germany, it has been signed “the Agreement between the governments of the 
USSR and Great Britain about combined action in struggle against Germany” which has 
begun formation of an Antihitlerite coalition. “want as the Russian critics mark, – during 
negotiations and divergences  between USSR and England on some question have not 
been liquidated, but the accepted agreement was significant in formation of the future 
confederation…”.

It is represented expedient in more deta i ls to stay on all set of the arguments stated by 
opponents of the initiative of the Russian president, and also on an item of representatives 
of different parts of the Russian elite about it which as a whole have acted it is consolidated 
enough, having supported D. A. Medvedev.

At once I will underline that unlike the beginning of 1990th years when items of 
various ideological currents and elite sharply, sometimes even considerably differed 
from each othe r, the relation to the initiative of the p resident of Russia as a whole at 
the Russian elite the positive. So, if liberals of the beginning of 1990th years simply 
accepted an item of the USA and the NATO without any clauses, and communists and 
nationalists –  a lso unconditionally denied, in the first it is possible to tell decades of 
the XXI-st century about quite consolidated foreign policy item of the Russian elite 
concerning the international and especially European safety. This item is expressed 
in  aspiration not simply to adjust constructive cooperation with the Europ e an Union, 
but also to become a part of system of the all-European safety. Certainly, in Russia 
should see that after performance owing to the Lisbon agreement the European Union 
has actually turned not only to an economic union, even confederation, but also in a 
military-political coalition. That is why the part of the Russian elite with alarm, even 
fear, monitors this evolution of the European Union. As it is written in one of articles 

“Fund of strategic culture”, “in the West write now that the Lisbon agreement strengthens 
antidemocratic and antisocial charac ter of the European Union much, transmitting 
almost all rights of nation states, includin g the right to declaration of war, to bodies of 
EU and regulating almost all spheres of a life of Europeans. In Russia it is not audible 
even echoes of this discussion thou gh changes in Europe not in the last instance concern 
just to Russia. It is enough to glance in documents of the working groups attending to 
polishing of the Lisbon agreement to understand it it is definitive. The most frequent 
argument `eurooptimists` – necessity of a uniform policy in the face of external calls 
which name the accruing potential of Russia and China”.

Those who in the Russian elite is not guarded with such moments,  are all the same 
forced to recognise that “coming into force of the Lisbon agreement will open before EU 
also essentially new possibilities in foreign policy and foreign trade activities strengthening 
by a power component.  Creation of the European army it, the truth, does not provide, 
but to form on its base the modern mobile military formations perfectly prepared and 
equipped with a military technology, for use in any regions of a planet it becomes much 
easier. Furthermore member states will have a possibility to adva n ce within the limits of 
EU the structured cooperation. It means that those from them which can and wish to go by 
the way of military integration much further, than   now, can free do it”.
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Meanwhile we establish that as a whole reaction to D. Medvedev’s these initiatives in 
the West was negative, though and in different degree. And these arguments were pretty 
often ideologizirovany. There is an impression that at the West  concerning D. Medvedev’s 
initiative the ideology has replaced a policy. Arguments of opponents of the initiative of 
D. Medvedev well systematised and the chief of the Russian-Chinese programs of the Cen-
ter of the European reforms of Bobo Lo has formulated. Its expo sition of an item of the 
West very conveniently to sy stematise and formalize as an item of critics and to oppose 
them fro m the Russian item. As we will see, the prevalence of ideological aspects in such 
item is obvious. So, according to critics:

– “ …  t he offer of Russian president Dmitry Medvedev to create new architecture of the 
European safety has sharply divided the West into two camps. Critics deny this initiative, 
seeing in it obvious attempt to quarrel the western states. More favourable analysts see in it 
sincere aspirati on to  formulate the concept of safety of the XXI-st century”.

Russia, as well as any other power, naturally, us es contradictions between other countries. 
For this purpose also there is a diplomacy. But to do the strategic rate on such contradictions 
in the European Union, or between Europe and the USA, today it would be naive. Anybod y 
in Russia also does not do it. Moreover, the idea of new architecture of the European safety, 
the offe red by D. Medvedev, does le v el of mutual relations between the states less important, 
than the general international legal base, obligatory for all states. Thereby and use of 
contradictions between other states even tactically becomes less perspective.

The official fr ame of reference on safety issues and threats is stated  in the new military 
doctrine of the Russian Federation  a pproved by the President in 2010. There, in particular, 
it is said that, “… World development at the present stage is chara cterised by easing of 
ideological confrontation, decrease in  l evel of economic, political and military influence 
of one states (groups of the states ) both the unions and growth of influence of other states 
applying for universal domination, multipolarity and globalisation of diverse processes …

… despite probability decrease razvjazyvanija against the Russian Federation large-
scale war with application of u sual means of defeat and the nuclear weapon, on a number 
of directions militar y dangers of th e  Russian Federation amplify.

The basic external military dangers:
 ■ Aspiration to allocate power potential the North Atlantic Treaty Organizations (NATO) 

the global functions realised in infringement of norms of international law to approach 
a military infrastructure of NATO member states to borders of the Russian Federa tion, 
including by block expansion;

 ■ Attempts to destabilise conditions in the separate states and regions and  to undermine 
strategic stability;

 ■ Expansion (escalating) of military quota of foreign states (groups of the st a tes) in 
territories adjacent with the Russian Federation and its allies of the states, and also in 
adjoining water areas;

 ■ Creation and expansion of systems of the strategic antimissile defence undermining 
global stability and infringi n g developed parity of forces in rock e t-nuclear sphere, 
and also space militarization, expansion of strategic non-nuclear systems of the high-
precision weapon;

 ■ Territorial claims to the Russian Federation and its allies, interference in their internal 
affairs;
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 ■ Distribution of weapons of mass destruction, rockets and rocket  t echnologies, increase 
in quantity of the states having the nuclear weapon;

 ■ Infringement by the separate sta t es of the international arrangements, and also non-
observance before the concluded international treaties in the field of restriction and 
reduction of armaments;

 ■ Application of military force in ter r itories of the adjacent states with the Russian 
Federation in infringement of Charter ONN and other norms of international law;

 ■ Availability (occurrence) of the centres and escalation of confrontations in territories 
adjacent with the Russian Federation and its allies of   the states;

 ■ Distribution of the international terrorism;
Occurrence of the centres international (me z hkonfessionalnoj) intensity, activity of 

the international armed radical groupings in the areas adjoining to frontier of the Russian 
Federati o n and borders of its allies, and also availability of territorial contradictions, 
growth of separatism and violent (religious) extremism in separate regions of the world”.

– The following thought   of Bobo Lo: “Sometimes in the West and the East consider that 
after the termination of cold war Russia has felt that it has appeared on periphery. In 1990-s' 
years in  i t the political chaos and social and economic crisis reigned, and its foreign policy 
influence has sharply decreased; in result, in the international life it   could apply the greatest 
for a role of the jun i or partner. Later, when at Putin economic circumstances in Russia has 
improved, it began to concern as to more influential, but rather clumsy and sometimes to 
the hostile state. Short war with Georgia in August, 2008 has marked at once two moments: 
peak of notorious revival of the country and alienation between Russia and Europe”.

Really, the board of lib e rals in 1990-s' years has led to deep social and economic crisis. 
The righ ts of Bobo Lo and other critics and that as a result of this crisis “influence of our 
country has sharply decreased”. But further it is impossible to agree with its logic: admits 
that as a result of situation improvement in Russia it became “rather clumsy” and “even 
 hostile” the state, i.e. communication a straight line: weak, crisis Russia – convenient for 
the European partners, and got stronger – “clumsy” and “hostile”. There can be in it a 
business? To often ruling European elite is necessary weak and not capable to influence 
o n what Russia, but there is a question: such policy is how much far-sighted, after all the 
European Union count r ies and Russia are on one continent and are connected by millions 
threads. – Whether i t be the West or the East, – as the history shows easing of one of the 
European components , is inev itably reflected in safety of other half.

That, by the way, admits the present European Union. As R.Cohen in the article in 
“The New York Times” from March, 9th, 2010 “fairly believes That the Lisbon agreement 
became not a piece of  paper, and Van R ompej – not simply decorative figure, it is necessary 
for European Union to produce accurate strategy in rel ation to China, Ru ssia, to Near-
Eastern peace process, Afghanistan, power safety – and it only five problems on which it 
does not have uniform item. Besides, now even France has realised that rivalry between 
EU and the NATO in a situation when unity at least to hold the items is necessary for the 
West is an a bsurd and idiocy. Thus, it is necessary for Europeans to work properly and over 
coordination of the military strategy”.

And, of cou r se, in any way it is impossible to agree with the term “notorious revival 
of the  country”. This revival,  let slow, inconsistent, but occurs.  Both not to see, and not to 
consider this process it is impossible, remaining the real politician. This revival absolute: 
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Russia has turned from the country of the debtor to the donor country, has restored the 
gross national product, the  institutes of the power, etc. And this revival relative: Russia 
becomes the centre of force as which recognise among other centres in last unipolar world. 
As the American scientist I.Vallerstajn writes, for example, “… on a world scene there are 
such players,  as Russia, China, India, Iran…” Notice, by the way, an order of transfer of 
these countries.

– Othe r  maxim of Bobo Lo: “In parallel to these processes there was one more: EU 
and the  NATO were almost completely identified with Europe of that epoch which has 
come after cold war. In the past Russia was a part o f Europe because it, on the one hand, 

`a typical European Christian civilisation`, and with other,  was included into number of 
great European powers: Russia, France, Germany and Great Britain. For the last 20 years 
process of the European integration was accelerated, and Russia has lagged behind ; now 
it has appeared the outsider still in a  greater degree, than the countries like Turkey (which 
already more half a century is a part of the NATO)”.

There can be Russia and has lagged behind for the last 20 years, but neither 
geographica l ly, nor cultural, spiritually it has not ceased to b e a part of Europe. And 
citizens of our country have not ceased themselves identsifitsirovat them selves Eu ropeans. 
Russia and the great power has not ceased to be. In all senses of this word, including and 
economic (gross national product is comparable to gross national product of England, 
Fr ance and Germany), and furt hermore cultural, educational, scientific.

Russia cannot become the outsider even if to someone it very much and will want, 
though, unconditionally, misfortunes and disorders of the last 20 years have, of course, 
affected its perception in the world and E urope.

It is wrong to say and that Russia   has lagged behind integration processes for the 
last 20 years. I will  remind that till the end of 80th years Russia practically did not 
participate in them , moreover contrasted with them “socialist integration” within the 
limits of the Warsaw Treaty Organization (OVD) and Advice of Economic mutual aid 
(SEV). Developmen t of relations of the USSR developed on a b ilateral basis from which 
military, political, financial and humanitarian cooperation was excluded completely. 
Today, as the former Ambass a dor of R ussia in Bruxelles V. Lihachyov fairly recognises, 
there has come an epoch “road maps” when in  area of practical cooperation the whole 
directions in relations of Russia and the European Union countries are t r ansferred: from 
cooperation in the field of migration before cooperation in the field of civil, criminal and 
a commercial law.

Within the limits of negotiations on the second agreement representat ives of the Eu-
ropean Union bring up a question on joining of the Russian Federation, as member of the 
Hague conference on the international private law, to a number of the Hague conventions, 
in particular, about civil-law aspects of the international kidnapping (1980 and 1996). The 
Russian Federation studies this question, she recognises significance of the Hague legal file. 
But thus we see that the given conventions concern the family law sphere which subjects 
are not included into dialogue o n the third “to a road map”. It is necessary to be simply 
objective.

At last, “a road map” on formation of the general space of science and education, 
including cultural aspects. In its basis the rich intellectual, spiritually-historical capital, 
a close interlacing throughout several centuries of cultures, knowledge and traditions. All 
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it promotes movement of the Russian Federation and EU by the way of integration, to 
creation really new, innovative as a matter of fact, instruments and principles. For these 
years the parties have promoted by the way of formation on the basis of Bolonsky process 
of the European space of higher education. Cooperation within the limits of program 
TEMPUS started in 2008 – IV is developed. Cooperation in an education sphere in the 
area of opened in Moscow (2005) the European educational institute at the Russian 
university MGIMO the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Russia dynamically moves ahead . 
It is developed, with allowance for the accumulated experience, the Project of an action 
programme of Russia and the European Union on cooperation in culture sphere.

– Following “argument” Bobo Lo: “Medvedev has started talking for the first time about 
this initiative in June, 2008, before the conflict to Georgia. To its main purpose was to 
limit influence of America in Eurasia. Medvedev underlined that `as the unique principle 
has historically become obsolete an atlanticism`; approved that the present European 
architecture bears `on itself a print of the ideology inherited from the past`; said that the 
NATO `cannot find new sense of the existence` in any way. And the main thing: Moscow 
urged to conduct the European summit devoted to working out of a new charter on the 
sample Helsinki. Just in case, Medvedev has explained: `it is important, the truth that all 
states – all states of Europe – participated in it in the national quality, having kept blokovye 
and other group reasons behind a door`”.

It is absolutely incorre ct to connect D. Medvedev’s initiative with any private, let and 
impo  rtant, events. Relations of Russia from EU have basic significance that is reflected in 
official  doktrinalnyh, long-ter m documents. So, in the Concept of foreign policy of the 
Russian Federation approved by the Decree of V. V. Putin still in June, 2000,  it is about 
it told: “…the Russian Federation sees in EU of one of the major political and economic 
partners and will aspire to development with it of the intensive, stable and long-term 
cooperation de prived of tactical fluctuations.

Character of relations from EU is advanced by frameworks of the Partnership and 
Cooperation Agreement founding partnership between the Russian Federation, on the one 
hand, and Eu r opean communitieses an d their member states, on the other hand, from 
June, 24th, 1994 which yet has not earned at the full capacity. Concrete problems, first of all 
a pro blem of the adequate account of interest s of a  Russian side in the course of expansion 
and EU reforming, will be decided on the basis of the Development strategy of relations of 
the Russian Federation approved in 1999 with European union. Formed military-p olitical 
measurement of  EU (podch should become a subject special attention.  A.P.)”.

Really, it is possible to agree with critics that Russia considers t h at as the principle of 
has got rid of an atlanticism, or, more precisely, – has almost become obsolete. And not 
only in submission of the Russian elite  which would like to become a part European, but 
also in realities of the atlanticism. I will remind that the atlanticism (is more exact – a 
North atlanticism) has arisen as a prThis principle, maybe, also was actual till the end 
of 80th years when in Europe two huge military groups ready to full-scale actions on all 
continent and even in the world resisted. Presence of the USA as was considered, puts in 
front of the USSR a barrier to an attack to Europe. But for the last two decades this military 
threat has disappeared: there was radical, several times, a reduction of Armed forces of 
Russia, they have been introduced from all European states, and the offensive potential 

– is liquidated. Accordingly necessity of the American military presence, and a principle  
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“antlantizma” as military constituting policy of Europe and the USA also has disappeared. 
Instead of “power” safety principles time “legal” has come. And Russia already has taken 
today these principles as a principle the security policy. So, in the law accepted still in 
March, 1992 “About safety” (which has included some ad ditions in 1993, 2002, 2005, 2006 
and 2007), (Article 5) is directly told:

Main principles of safety are:
 ■ Legitimacy;
 ■ Observance of balance of the vital interests of the person, company and the state;
 ■ A cross liability of the person, company and the state on safety;
 ■ Integration with the international systems of safety.

Moreover, for the last 20 years we di stinctly observed two inconsistent processes. 
With one, Russian, the parties, – reduction of armed forces and arms, destruction of all 
infrastructure in the Eastern Europe and it is essential easing  on the European part of the 
former USSR. On the other hand, – strengthening of military power of the NATO, block 
advancement on the e ast, infrastructure development.

Besides, for the last decades of the NATO has extended a zone of the responsibility far 
beyond the designated region (having turned from the regional organisation allowed by 
the Charter of the United Nations, in global), and, secondly, though ideological opponents – 
t h e states resisting to the NATO   in 1949  have  d isappeared, but there are new arguments in 
favour of globalisation of actions and sp h ere of responsibility of the NATO.

Assertions about that blocks are   capable to ensure the world and safety are confuted 
by re a l events. After in Europe there was one military-political union of the NATO, the 
quantity of wars and conflicts  was not reduced at all, even has increased. And this  thought 
is divided by D. Medvedev who has unambiguously told: “Events of  1990th years in Europe, 
in the near East, on caucasus … show: no block thus can decide the problems and safety, 
unfortunately, to support up to the mark cannot” 

 The blokovaja  ideology of has reached, as has disappeared blokovaja resisting ideology 
and a military-political coalition, therefore formation of new ar chitecture of safety should 
be done independently sovereign state (everything as has underlined D. Medvedev) on 
the basis of international law. That, naturally, contradicts an atlanticism principle. It can 
be made organizational only at the international conference where all Europe a n states 
participate in the sovereign quality, first, and, secondly, when primary is not present 
blokovoj a component.

Special group of objections against D. Medvedev’s initiative, Bobo Lo consolidates 
 under the name “Cracks and breaks”.ego arguments are that:

“the Kremlin aspires to use internal disagreements of the western alliance – both be-
tween the USA and Europe, and between the European states. For the first time Medvedev 
has brought the offer right after the Bucharest summit of   the  NATO in May, 2008 Dur-
ing this summit at members of an alliance there were serious disagreements concerning, 
whether it is necessary to give to  Georgia and Ukraine the status of the countries, prepared 
to enter the NATO. As a result it have promised membership in the uncertain future, wi th-
out instructions of terms and without the plan on preparations for the introduction”.

Really, such disagreements at the West countries are. And as have shown those further 
events who opposed to the introduction of Ukraine and Georgia into the NATO, were 
abs o lutely right, and those who hastened  to accept them, – are not present. It, so to say, ex-
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ternal factors which actually do not depend on Russia.   The  European Union has extended, 
having included a considerable quantity of the states with the most different economy, a 
standard of living, history, tradition. Has extended also the NATO. It – objectively and 
inevitably leads to growth of contradictions, and such which (by pessimi stic estimations of 
some experts) can even blow up the NATO and the European Union from within. But in 
the history of the NATO, and in the history of EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY 
there were such periods and before. In this sense any actions even if the USSR or Russia 
very much wanted it, would lead without delay to coalition  co nsolidation, instead of its 
disorder.

These are objective disagreements between the European states which re flect different 
items, including and in relation to Russia. But the same disagreements exist in the NATO 
and on questions where Russia is not present at all. I think that despite devel opment of in-
tegration processes in Europe and globalisation in general, the sovereign governments and 
the nations will develop there where it is possible, the specific national lines and features.  
And it, of course, does not depend at all on Russia.

Moreover, I believe that in process of integration of Russia and the European Union at 
Russia can  and even there will be contradictions and disagreements with other countries 
outside of Europe. It is absolutely natural process which every time when this or that coun-
try acquires lines of certain larger generality arises.

– The following thought of Bobo Lo: “Medvedev's Initiative became natural reaction 
to confu sion in  E urope. The Bucharest summit has revealed cracks  in the politician of 
the western alliance concerning Russia. Some state-participants – especially Germany and 
France – considered that the West too keeps away from Russia and that NATO expansion 
on the near futur e has reached the natural limits. Medvedev's which has been so frankly fo-
cused to Europe the original offers have been calculated for this `pragmatical` an allianc e 
part. The policy of admi nistr ation Bush concerning Russia and the countries  o f the former 
USSR caused anxiety on which Medvedev tried to play in Europe. In a more comprehen-
sive sense, he tried to use let even latent Antiamerican moods  in some European states and 
their desire to stabilise relations between Europe and Moscow”.

Really, Russia does not hide the desire “to stabilise, – as tells Bob o  Lo, – relations be-
tween Europe and Moscow”. Moreover, not simply  to st abilise, but also to develop them 
in all directions. Therefore any threat is considered in Moscow seriously – whether it be 
the threat proceeding from t he USA or new members of the European Union. Thereupon 
pertinently to quote thought of the former prime minister of Australia Pola Kitinga which 
as follows evaluated a policy of the USA of that pe riod: “… hence to take care of rational 
coexistence with Russia within the limits of present international institutes … From the 
human point of view it was even more important to invite the 140-million population of 
Russia fairly shabby in HH century, in community of the prospering nations”.

Instead the United States have led how it was done by other countries-winners  
throughout all history: they impudently used the favourable posi t ion, having surrounded 
Russia with a military board and addressing with it as with the potential opponent, and 
their satellites from the Western and the Central Europe incited America against Moscow 
even more.

– Argum ents of Bobo L o concerning details of the initiative of D. Medvedev are in-
teresting: When Medvedev has stated for the first time the offer (in Berlin, in June, 2008) 
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Europe  practically has not reacted. Its project has drawn attention, only when the Russian 
president has presented its m ore developed version at conference on questions of the world 
politics which was passing in Eviane in October, 2008 By that moment (just after war with 
Georgia) relations of  Russia with the West – especially from the USA – were worse, than 
ever for the past twenty years.

Betwe e n Medvedev’s application in Eviane and its Berlin circulation there was a big 
difference: the attention from Europe was switched to the Euroatlantic sphere. Medvedev 
blamed Washington for prospective shar ing in  the Georgian conflict and condemned the 
American one-polarity as a whole, but now he understood that the USA cannot be ex-
cluded from new archite c ture of safety …

But in essence evianskaja speech remained unconvincing and did not contain p racti-
cally anything new. International law observance, the state sovereignty and territorial 
integrity; inadmissibility of power methods of effect; a principle “equal” and indivisible 
safety; the rigid criticism of the NATO and its  impetuous expansion – all these applica-
tions did time and again the Kremlin and the Ministry for Foreign Affairs in days of 
Yeltsin’s board.

Unfortunately, D. Medvedev’s critics do not see the main thing in its initiative – sys-
tems app r oach to formation of architecture of the European safety. In systems approach 
principles which it is possible not to adhere (and you do not hold) are important. The 
USA in the last years, and a number  of their satellites, did not require principles – an 
international law priority, respect of the state sovereignty and a recog nition of territorial 
integrity, inadmissibility of  a pplication of military force. These principles, as well as all 
system, not only were infringed, but also under different pretexts, – them devalvirovali. In 
the last 20 years strategy “washing out” and  failure of these principles distinctly looks nar-
rowly: norms international tried to make the right obligatory not for everything, “having 
excluded” from am ong the countries, their observing, for example, the USA. The same – 
and concerning principl  e s of the sovereignty and territorial integrity which as it appears, 
are not absolute, and in ce rtain cases are simply infringed.

Sistemnost principles which should be taken as a principle new architecture of safety, 
does not arrange critics of the initiative of D. Medvedev. After all in this case they sho uld 
recognise their universalit y and compulsion for everything, without doing exceptions 
for the states which already regularly, repeatedly infringed upon them. Moreover, do not 
recognise, for example, such principle, as “equal safety” in general.

However, to critic D. Medvedev for abstraktnost, nekonkretnost its initiatives, Bobo Lo 
and its supporters all the same  recognise that “… the new type of the agreement – on the 
sample Helsinki became a unique basic innovation, – called `for many long years in legally 
obliging form – to ensure our general pledgings of security`. But the importance even this 
item  is not proved yet. The idea of the agreement `Helsinki-2` costs among other grandi-
ose, but as a matter of fact empty projects like `a world multipolar order of the XXI-st cen-
tury`, axes Moscow-Beijing-New  Delhi and BRICK (Brazil, Russia, India and China). She 
did not lean against the modern concept of the international safety. Instead Medvedev 
underlined importance of military questions. The opinion that the internat ional safety is a 
military-political problemati cs, reflects culture more than trehsotletnej prescription; Then 

`soft force` and `soft  safety` (in political and humanitarian sphere) were considered with-
out delay decorative, rather than as a basic component.”
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Certainly at the heart of the international safety many factors among which still mili-
tary factors are advancing lie. Military force, as the foreign policy instrument, – an ex-
clusive prerogative of sovereign states and coalitions. To speak about safety, ignoring the 
factor of military power (as “culture of three-centenary prescription”) – it is naive. Only the 
states produce bases of the military doctrine and carry out plans of military building. Only 
the states it is capable to mobilise all national resource. And only the states are  capable to 
make decisions on use of these resourc es in the foreign policy purposes.

Certainly in XX and the XXI-s t centuries to number of foreign policy instruments were 
added new, including “so ft force” which in a peace time are capable to play an outstanding 
role. But not to replace at all military force and not to ensure  military and international safety. 

“soft force”, as we  ll as any other resources of the nation, execute quite certain functions which 
are taken away by it the state and company. But completely not not decisive if it is a question 
of sovereign states. In the sa me place, where the sovereignty  oslab, or it is symbolical, active 
military force at all it is not required. However, force (including “well-aimed”) in general.

It is necessary to tell that the Russian elite in the last years very painfully concerns at-
temp ts to wash away the sovereignty of Russia with the help “soft force”. This morbidity was 
showed including in such concepts of Presidential Administration of Russi a as “sovereign 
democracy”, but is even more – in the measures undertaken by the sta te in relation to 
st rengthening of the control over institutes of civil company in Russia. Especially what are 
used by foreign states or in i nterests of foreign states.

– According to Bobo Lo an d D. Medvedev's critics today Moscow has a change of pri-
orities: “development Medvedev's initiatives opens also sensitivity of Mosco w to changes 
intra- and foreign policy circumstances. Relative unanimity of Europe concerning Geor-
gia, influence of a world financial crisis and – since recent time – revival of the USA with 
arrival  of the Barrack of Obama – have considerably changed a   foreign policy context of 
activity  of Russia. Frankly hostile in relation to America and the NATO tone is more inef-
ficient. It, actually, was obvious at a meeting in Eviane when the  French president Nicolas 
Sarkozy has underlined that any agreement on safety `from Vancouver to Vladivostok` 
should be based, first of all, on the NAT O, and has called Russia for closer interaction with 
already existing institutes and mechanisms, such,  as Advice Russia-NATO and the Euro-
pean security policy and EU defences.

Now   Moscow obviously aspires to smooth acute angles of the initiative on safety. When 
relations about the USA and the NATO have started to improve, to the Kremlin is unprofit-
able to sad den this process”.

– Foreign policy strategy was changed not, and it became obvious that foreign policy 
strategy of republicans has failed. And not only in relation to Europe or the Near East, but 
also in relation to Russia. There was “a reboot” . And at the initiative of all parties, and not 
just Russia. Including became more clear and an item of Moscow concerning the Geor-
gian-Osset conflict. Both errors of the West and the USA.

Problem in it: the West has been forced to recognise that strategy “unipolar” the world 
is unpromising that the USA not all can in this world, and Europe has not only similar, but 
also the distinct from USA interests. There was first of all an updating of a foreign policy 
of the USA, instead of Russ ia.  

The Russian elite in these conditions is not simply ready to recognise these changes, but 
also pays compliments them. It would be silly and is impractic al to pret end that occurring 
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in the USA and Europe c  hanges in relation to Russia, have no significance. However, as 
well as to exaggerate this significance: the Russian elite in the first distinctly understands 
decade that development of cooperation with the USA and Europe natural and natural 
p rocess, which in interests of safety of the country.

Further Bobo Lo does rather remarkable recognition in favour of Rossi: “Now it is 
f ashionable to convict the western  go  vernments (first of all, the USA) of de struct ion of 
the Euroatlantic safety. Them abuse for the fact that Russia constantly outdo: especially 
it is appreciable on  an example of expansion of the NATO on the East for the pu rpose to 
include the majority of the countries Central and the Eastern Europe. In the   last some 
years the West supported colour revolutions in Georgia and Ukraine; developed projects 
on antimissile defence of the USA in Poland and Czechia; in vain tried to balance the 
Russian ambitions in the post-Soviet territory – all  it has caused strong indignation of 
Moscow. The present European architecture of safety concentrated round the NATO and 
OSCE, criticise for the fact that it not only has not softened the contradiction, but also has 
finished them to a critical point.

At the superficial approac h can seem that Russians have justifications: the present 
architecture of safety is inefficient in many respects.  It does not inte rfere with wars; serves 
as a fertile soil for development of hostile relations, – and the western powers use it in 
national or collective (i.e. the NATO) interests. However it is not necessary to forget that 
character of such international organisation s depends on what countries are included into 
their structure. At all achievements of multilateral diplomacy  since the Second World War, 
in the international relations the great powers, instead of multilateral institutes dominate”.

And I would allocate especially a result, line which briefs reflexions in this matter: 
“statement of a question from justifications of Russia – absurdity. Russia in the XX-th 
century has made for Europe, its safe ty more than any other country. Both in the first, 
and in the Second Wor  ld War and furthermore after in an initiative order has terminated 
military opposition, has dismis sed OVD”.

This rather remarkable recognition, especial ly, because in the international relations 
“the great powers, instead of the international insti tutes” dominate.

This situatio n D. Medvedev also suggests to correct, having replaced egoism of t he 
great powers, sharing of all states and a priority of norms of international law.

Casually Bobo Lo does so much pragmatical, how many a pessimistic conclusion:  ̀  
the Great powers not always adhere to international law; they can and not respect the 
sovereignty and territorial integrity of ot  he r states; they will sometimes apply force in for-
eign policy relations; they will ensure themselves safety at the expense of others; they will 
pursue the state interests how  will consider it necessary, despite of priorities and feelings 
of others. No architecture in the world will change such state o f affairs (podch. A.P.).

And in this conclusion a simple essence of all criticism of D. Med  vedev: the new 
architecture of safety is unreal. It is necessary to recognise that still interna tional safety will 
be based on negation of norms of internatio  nal law, egoism of the great powers, readiness 
to use military force. That is critics of the initiative of D. Medvedev do not believe that 
the situation can be chan ged and suggest to adapt to realities, instead of to change them: 

“Instead of searching and without that for obvious defects of present system of safety, we  
should establish, whether it is possible to correct it – at least in the long term. Whether 
can consider more the NAT O the Russian interests? How to transform OSCE into more 
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effective institute? Whether it is possible to allow patovuju a situation with DOVSE (the 
Agreement for usual a rmed forces in E urope)? Whether level of the European safety thanks 
to created will be in crea se d at support of Moscow the  Organizations of the Agreement for 
collective security (ODKB)? Whether there is a Helsinki charter on XXI-st century level  
thank s to new panevropejskomu to the agreement?”

That is it is a question of pres ervation of present system of safety in an untouched kind, 
having adapted it and institutes for the present, without basic changes. In other Speaking 
about a current state of a problem, Bobo Lo and those whom it represents, characterise it as 
follows: “the Russian initiatives often criticise for indistinctness. The indistinctness reason, 
probably, in the following: Moscow understands is much better that it is not pleasant to it, 
than what should be alternative architecture. Other possible explanation consists that the 
Medvedev's offer has got to an unexpected context: a world financial crisis and, the main 
thing, warming in relations of Russia and the USA.”

Obama’s administration not only spoke about “to reboot” the Amerikan-Russian 
relations, but also has found new ways of interaction with Moscow in those areas where 
the role of Russia is represented important: the control over strategic armaments, the 
Iranian nuclear question and Afghanistan. At the same time, the USA have practically 
brought to nothing those problems which served as the reason of huge conflicts, as, for 
example, expansion of the NATO and antimissile defence earlier. Thanks to actions of new 
administration the psychological climate, and Moscow – though was changed and with 
care – has started to realise possibility of interaction with Washington on such questions 
in which both of them it is live are interested and where she can play a real role. In view 
of prospect to reinstate cooperation w ith the USA in safety sphere, grandiose plans on 
entering of system changes into the international architecture of safety have gro wn dim.

It, certainly, not so. D. Medvedev’s initiative carries, as was already told, not only system  
character, but it represents the more general vision of a picture of   the world including the 
international safety, a place of Russia in the world, even political philosophy of modern 
Russian elite which wishes to be “ent ered” in political philosophy of the developed states, 
to find in it the place. For it identification problems – are decided.

But here there is also one important feature which was noted by Bobo Lo: “General-
izing, it is possible to tell that Washington has again become interested in  Moscow, and it 
has returned the Russian strategic thinking to old amerikanotsentristskim to traditions. 
Let there is more than half of Russian export and forei gn investments it is necessary on 
the European Union, for a management of Russia of a main game field there are relations 
from the USA as it is the strongest country in the world, nesmotrja even that before its 
authorities there are such problems what never happened for two last decades. It is possible 
to tell that for Russia the brute force is more important tha  n a geographical position , 
economic interaction  and cultural affinity” (podch. A.P.).

Of course, it is impossible to agree with this assertion. D. Medvedev's initiative 
is directed just in an opposite direction. As the Russian president has underlined, it is 
necessary “…to create such mechanisms which will work in vneblokovom a mode”, i.e. 
not military, contractual, conciliatory, any others not power, but civilised mechanisms of 
protec  tion of national interests.

While the Russian-American relations are under construction round concrete 
priorities, in them practically there is no  p lace to concepts and schemes, especially if 



Washington as now, will not show to them interest (podch. A.P.). But as soon as mutual 
relations will deteriorate, the project of the European/Euroatlantic agre ement for safety 
will receive a new impulse.

Question in to what degree will deteriorate, and also, whether this deterioration 
of relations is inevitable? Hardly it is possib le to build long-term foreign policy 
strategy, expecting such turn of events. On the contrary, Moscow does not want not 
only deterioration of relations, but also suggests to create the mechanism, capable to 
prevent such aggravation. Russ ia b el  ieves that stable relations with the European Union – 
compulsory condition of realisation of all foreign policy of th e country.
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“On the European continent the institutes answering to calls of the XXI-st 
century, especially panevropejskaja structure of safety with three support on 
behalf of the USA, incorporated Europe and Russia are necessary” 

T. Grem

“the Problem of today – to find the general understanding of that, as 
well as what game rules will observe all states, any administrations and the 
governmental structures”

A. Torkunov

World crisis has forced to tell again about “returning of the states with their national 
interests in world politics”, about “absence of trust” the countries to each other and even 
about “a distance of Great Britain all further from ESOVSKY businesses” (the leader of 
conservatives before its election as prime minister D. Kemeron even has let know that he 

“will prefer not to see at all Europe not to communicate with Europe and not to hear a word 
`Europe`). According to experts, Americans aspire to decentralise and raspotroshit eco-
nomic european union resources to safe level for themselves. It is for this purpose used tra-
ditional ̀ Antibruxelles` toolkit – Great Britain and the countries ̀ new` Europe. By the way, 
in the Greek question it somewhere was possible to them. London has insisted on wider 
sharing in financial aid of Greece of IMF. The credit of Greece for two thirds will be granted 
by the countries of an eurozone and on one third – the International monetary fund.”

National egoism in any form is not the best method of counteraction to crisis in the 
conditions of globalisation, but it has prevailed for some time. So in Germany, for e xample, 
it was accepted two packages of the anti-recessionary measures calculated for the period of 
2009–2010, whose total cost has constituted 132 billion euro (1,5 % of gross national prod-
uct). In the first package the cover of its risks and support of domestic business (15 billion 
euro), increase of a deduction free of taxes (to 1200 euros), introduction of 25 % of admis-
sible level of decrease in a book value of assets for a period of 2 years, financing of infra-
structural projects (3 billion euro), increase in financing of federal and ground programs, 
increase in the sum of the free tax, decrease in deductions on the state medical insurance, 
and also the whole package of measures on support of scientific and technological domes-
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tic projects, including automobile engines and Internet was provided fondirovanie devel-
opment Deutsche Bank. All of them had dist inct character of support of national economy.

Nevertheless there i s also other approach which supporters believe that combined   action – 
more perspective model of behaviour in the conditions of crisis. Especial in the field of safety. 
Moreover, to Russia as a whole have come to the consolidated opinion on necessity of perfec-
tion of the i nternational institutes, and if it is necessary, also creations of new mechanisms 
of coop eration and safety. This item of elite was well formulated by academician A. Torknov, 
having contrasted with its alternative item of safety: “In Moscow with interest monitor suc-
cesses of the integration project of the European Union. It is represented very perspective. In its 
fr ameworks the significant number of the European states consolidates the efforts for overcom-
ing of shared problems and the decision of the general probl ems. The conditions of economic 
prosperity created in the EU countries and the social world show that it is received at them 
successfully enough. The Lisbon agreement will allow EU to operate even more effectively…”

Russia offers more realistic in foreseeable prospect and more democrat ic vision 
“the Big Europe”. According to it the Russian Federati  on, the European union, all third 
European countries should create common efforts the world in which would like to live. It 
is important, that it was under construction on a basis equal in rights and in it all countries 
and the people cosy felt. In short-term and intermediate term prospect of speech about 
that  the European countries which have remained out of EU have joined  it, does not go. 
Nobody is ready to it. The European Union will not sustain it. EU entry in “the Big Europe” 
also is not actual. On the one hand , EU already is in “to the Big Europe”. With other – “the 
Big Europe” while, without delay, hope of the best future, than a reality.

But before this best future it is necessary to live  in the world and calmness. Therefore 
Russia aspires in the consent with  other countries to  reform safety bases in Europe. If for 
this purpose it is required to renew earlier signed contracts or to sign new t hese should 
attend somewhat quicker.

World cris is has demonstrated that is necessary new level of the interna  tional cooperation 
which can represent system of measures in the field of safety in such are as, as:
 ■ Financial area and the international trading;
 ■ Resource exploitation;
 ■ Creation of a uniform infr astructure of transport and communication;
 ■ Combined action against the international terrorism;
 ■ The control over crucial technologies and distribution of weapons of mass destruc  tion 

(OHM);
 ■ But, the main thing, formation of the general frameworks of international law and behaviour 

of the states in the world  that will inevitably require cooperation in search of the general 
values and working out of the general principles, i.e. cooperation dazhena ideological 
level, leve l of understanding of global threats, the general for  safety of nation states.
With reference to Europe and the Europ  ean Union  these moods of the Russian elite 

have found expression in the project of the special Program develope d and offered by the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs  of Russia to the Presiden t of the Russian Federation in 2010. Thi s 
draught document has received the name “the effective utilisation Prog  ram on a system basis 
of foreign policy factors wit h the purposes of long-term development of Russian Federation”.

The last circumstance is important also because in the end   of the first decade of our 
century it became cle ar that others are more a nd more frankly contrasted with the European 
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system of values tsiviliza tsionnye systems of values – first of all Islamic and C hinese which 
will ensure economic and other interests of the states standing up for by these id eologies. So, 
splash in the Chinese nationalism which any more did not hide the international ambitions 
at this time was obviously observed. As the Russian researcher A. Lukin marks, “… this secret 

… has completely revealed after recent publications of several official military analysts 
where the same ideas were come up with. So, in the book which has at once ac quired a great 
popularity `the Chinese dream` the professor of University of national defence (enters into 
system of the Minister of Defence of the Peoples Republic of China) the senior colonel Lju 
Minfu considers that in XXI  century China should become the first power of the world. 
Otherwise efforts of the USA, struggle (and can be, and war) for lead with which is inevitable, it 
will be rejected on a roadside of world development. Transferri  ng all approves that the reason 
of the American animosities – not ideol ogy, and geopolitics. And `even if China becomes 
more capitalist, than the United States, all of them will be equally complete of determination 
it to constrain`. According to Lju, struggle of Beijing and Washington is a competition for 
world lead, and `to rescue itself, to save the world, China should be prepared to become 
its helmsmen`. `If China will not set as an object to surpass in a military power of the USA 
and Russia it will doom itself (himself) to destiny of third-rate military power`, – writes Lju 
Minfu and calls: `Transform some sacks with money in patrontashi`”.

Other processes which ob jectively testify to loss by the European U nion of the items are 
assumed also. First of all in financial area where “struggle for improvement of public finances 
which European Union bodies led the last 15 years after signing of the Maastricht agreement, 
has gone nasmarku. To return a public debt on pre- crisis level, 15 ye ars is required to the Eu-
ropean union countries as early as. How much it will be actual in 2025 And as the economic 
will look by then, to tell difficultly. State debt increase dangerously for the several reasons”.

But not only. As a whole the European union share in economic has decreased from a 
turn o f the century from 25 % to 21 % in 2008, but, the main thing, has a steady tendency 
to the further decrease.

Share of separate regions in world gross national product in 1980-2014, %
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These tendencies say that in 2010-2020 there will be a resolute change in the ratio 
forces in the world. And at all in favour of the USA and the European Union. It is natural 
that after this there will be a change and in the ratio political and military forces. In ne w 
configurations of the w  orld centres of force inevitably  there will be a question on creation 
of the new military-political unions and coalitions as representatives “a cumulative 
military-political power” ideology and a close civ ilisation.

If the effective system of the international safety by then is not created or has essentially 
improved existing, including institutes which ensure it the new centres of force will require 
the next repartition of the world, resources and spheres of influence.

It is obvious that the new c entres of force and probable military coalitions will be 
g  uided in many respects by the  ideo logies. It is not enough to have economic and even 
military power. The idea and even ideological lead which could concentrate and direct 
resources on object in view  a chievement is necessary.

For this reason it is necessary  to watch closel y, first,  not only  for political and economic, 
 but also ideological changes which will occur inevitably and dynamically in 2011–2020 in 
the new centres of force, and, secondly, to use reasonable efforts to try to avoid new op-
position of military-political c oalitions. The new concept of the international safety and 
idea of new architecture of the European safety can b ecome alternative such blokovomu 
to building.

In Russia all start to understand necessity of long-term strategic planning, including 
and in the field of safety more distinctly. It explain  s the new conce ptual approach of Russia. 
As one of the oldest representatives of the Russian elite of J. Luzhkov has told, “If the 
socialism and had a system advantage before capitalism it, probably, consisted in forward 
planning system…” But, in my opinio  n, strategic planning in the field of the international 
and European safety is necessary also. We should already today not only pre dict economic 
development, but also its consequences for system of the international safety. Experience of 
2nd World war in Eu rope, in my opinion, has shown that old diplomatic met  hods, bilateral 
negotiations, confidential arrangements and retaliatory actions against an aggressor – not 
so effective. And, on the contrary, if the European policy in 1930-s’ years of the last century 
were more far-sighted and could agree about collective security system (namely for it 
today calls all European countries D. Medvedev), war and tens millions victims could be 
avoided.

Thus the new system of the European safety can have some rallying-points:
 ■ Fir  st, the international law and obligations of the states to follow its norms instead of 

to concentrate on “political expediency” and “national interests”;
 ■ Secondly, the organisation, capable to consolidate all European states from Vancouver 

to Vladivostok to b ecome a platform for the coordination of interests of all states and 
dialogue for acceptance of joint  resolutions;

 ■ Thirdly, the general ideological and tsivilizatsionnye values, rules and the norms con-
sidering national specificity, on consolidating Eu ropeans;

 ■ Fourthly, the general economic, customs, financial space which is not limited to Euro-
pean Union frameworks;

 ■ Fifthly, the general strategy of scientific, cultural and educational development of the 
European states. These areas will advance  the pe rson of a civilisation, economy and 
company in the XXI-st ce ntury.
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It is necessary to tell that if attentively to analyse these processes it finds out that in all 
directions they develop. Also develop quite positively. Without looking at all at the time 
difficulties caused by crisis or other reasons. And these processe  s cause normal, natural 
fears in the West.

But also Russia has the salvatio n. First of all concerning the post-Soviet territory. So, 
the greatest m istrust from outside Moscow can cause the purpose of creation of a network 
of free trade   zones (ZST) between European union and the countries-partners, proclaimed 
in a platform “Economic integration and convergence with politicians of EU”. Basically, 
according to multilateral system of requests within the l  imits of arrangements GATT/VTO, 
transition to free trade should, – as fairly considers I.V.Bolgova, – to stimulate trade between 
given countries an  d not to create additional barriers to the third countries. Regional 
agreements urged to supplement principles   of formation of multilateral trading system 
within the limits of the WTO, instead of to be contrasted with it. Also, members of the 
WTO should conclude such agreements only with other member countries, whe  reas with 
t he countries-non-members – only as an exception though in practice observance of this 
request is ambiguous.

Thus selective int erest of EU to the countries on the post-Soviet territory is l ooked 
through.

The place of Belarus i n this process is not advanced yet. There are the additional 
difficulties connected with the int roduction of the country in the WTO, absence of the 
accurate list of branches which liberalisations of  a trading exchange can be subjected. 
Meanwhile Russia as a whole has bases for fears, as a matter of experience a custom union 
with Belarus. As the Russian expert from VSHE A.I.Suzdaltsev recognises, “ … the customs 
area within the limits of Union State and Belarus has demonstrated Russia the inefficiency. 
The structure of a zone and its contractual base promoted unilateral benefit of the Belarus 
party that as a result has led to an economic integration stop between Minsk and Mosc ow”.

In the long-term plan the Eu ropean Union intends to create Neighbourhood Economic 
Community which should ensure conditions for sharing of the Post-Soviet coun tries in an 
European Single Market.

Adaptation by the states-partners of the European norms and standards is mortgaged in 
the basis and other thematic platform “Power safety” which problems are development of   a 
transport infrastructure and a diversification of deliveries of energy carriers. Realisation   of 
this platform becomes complicated first of all that the uniform power market of EU is only 
at the stage of format ion, and prospects of its development depend on an outcome of the 
Intraeuropean struggle in sphere of liberalisation of the markets of gas and an electricity 
in EU.

In a power platform “East partnership” a number of contradictions at bilateral level is 
mortgaged. So, the European union directly co-ordinates the conclusion to Armenia “the 
Memorandum of mutual understanding on power questions” w ith closing of the Medi-
cal overseas atomic power station. Thus from Ukraine in exchange for signing same “the 
Memorandum” it is not required to close atomic power stations though there there ar  e 
reactors of  the same type, as on Armenian АЭС. As the reason for closing of the Medical 
overseas atomic power station the European experts result seismic danger of region. Crit-
ics of an item   of EU in this question indicate that fact that the station has endured Spita-
ksky earthquake of 1988 with a durability fair supply; besides, not clearly, where Arm enia 
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will take to 40 % of the electric power which is ensured by the present atomic power station 
if it is closed.

As the known Russian expert, professor MGIMO has written () Igor Tomberg, “In Co-
penhagen in April, 2010 D. Medvedev has reminded of the Russian initiative on perfec-
tion of the international legal base of power cooperation, including the new version of the 
Power charter”. This initiative has under itself the most serious basis. The power became 
today not only object of a policy, but also a subject of serious gamble which in many re-
spects advance economic situation, share and the currency markets. Russia, maybe, more 
than any other country is interested in stability and security of this market by reliable 
international legal mechanisms. As it was underlined by leaders energetikami the world in 
the spring of 2010, “we are deeply anxious by that the world power market is not protected 
today from spekuljativnosti, instability and the system risks, capable to cause a serious 
damage to world economic development. Development of world power still restrains geo-
political rivalry and political contradictions of global scale. These contradictions cannot be 
eliminated the separate countries, within the limits of bilaterial relations”.

Especially obviously dependence of Russia on a condition of the world power market 
was showed in a period of crisis of 2008–2010, when the price for hydrocarbons in many 
respects if in the main thing advanced incomes of the Russian budget. It is calculated that 
addition of value of barrel of petroleum for one dollar gives approximately increase of 
income to the Russian treasury on 1 bln. dollars in a year. But volatilnost it is that that, for 
example, in the spring of 2010 the price for barrel varied during one – two weeks on 15–20 
dollars And the factors influencing the price, there can be the most unexpected – from 
activization of a volcano and failure on petroleum platforms to the information of rating 
agencies on a condition of the budget of Portugal.

Q uestions of a power policy are directly connected with problems of the international 
and European safety, moreover, are their consequence. The matter is that importing 
countries and exporting countries interact today within the limits of bipolar model, are 
aimed at achievement differ ent, and, at ti mes, opposite strategic targets. Therefore 
the question of basic importance consists in achievement of the pol   itical, strategic 
compromise and balance of the interests maintenance of power safety, including main 
problems would become which consequence already: transit, pricing, investment.

On April, 20th, 2009, during the visit to Finland, the President of Russia has brought 
up a question on necessity of radical perfection of a legal platform of world trade by power 
resources. It was a question of that together with “the eight”, “th e twenty”, the European 
Union, the CIS, SHOS both  other international and regional organisations to produce 
universal, legally the writings obligatory. Thus Russia has called for, that participants 
of the arrangement of a steel both all basic countries-manufacturers, and the countries – 
tranzitery and consumers of power resources.

The Russian management speaks about it since the summit “G8” 2006. And to the same 
problem it is devoted “the Conceptual approach to new legal base o f the international 
cooperation in power sphere”, which applies for replacing “the Power Charter” or to enter 
into it the constituent.

I will remind that to this Charter Russia and d id not ratify the Agreement, without 
wishing to admit infringement of the interests, i.e. the Charter does not correspond to 
national interests of Russia. And first of all key problems of power safety – transit, pricing, 
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the international regulation, inve  stments, i.e. all that infringes on interests of manufactur-
ers, r emains out of its responsibility. In the field of power the same is observed, as in the 
field of safety – change of realities has not mentioned existing mechanisms, moreover, does 
cooperation and interaction by the unequal. As well as in a case with a problem of the 
European safety, the actually same series of measur es and the same princip les is necessary: 
combined action, international law, dialogue of all interested parties (in a case with power 
safety, – exporters, tranziterov, importers). Accordingly, as well  as in a c ase with eurosafety, 
the new mechanism of cooperation considering interests of all parties and prevalence of 
norms of internationa l law is necessary also. An essence of the new concept: to extend re-
sponsibility for “global power safety” both to suppliers, and on consumers and tr anziterov 
power resources. A request following from here to Europe: in exchange for safe deliveries 
of gas, first, to ensure Also as well as in the field of the European safety it was not possible 
to advance Russian “the Conceptual approach to new legal base of the international coop-
eration in power sphere” as alternative of the Power charter. It means that in the European 
hydrocarbonic market there are no uniform game rules which would arrange both the 
manufacturer, and the consumer, and tranzitera. In other words Russia suggests to produce 
uniform legal game rules, but the big Europe these offers actually ignores.

As well as in a case with the European safety, Russia in the field of power safety is 
directly interested in predicted and long-term relations with the European states. And it 
is clear why: today the market of petroleum prices and gas basically are formed by the 
consumer, i.e. the European states. But Russia already invests huge means in building new 
and modernisation of old pipelines. A question in, whether these investments are vain? 
Whether they will pay off. To answer it it is possible only in case of possession long-term 
(strategic) contracts and effective international mechanisms of their maintenance.

Unfortunately, – fairly marks I. Tamberg, – the aspiration of the Russian manage-
ment to create strong legal international base of power strategy of the country is not 
found by supports not only in the western mass-media, but also in Russian and even 
in expert community. Without broad support, explanatory work, propagation, at last, 
the Russian offers in this sphere the problem and will be sounded only by the top man-
agement without the special response in the country and abroad. The direct analogy 
to efforts of Russia in the field of eurosafety of the last years is obvious. Both chrono-
logically, and polit ically, and methodologically Russia adheres strictly to creatio n of the 
mechanism of dialogue for sharing of all part  ners, international legal and political base 
of such dialogue. Europe – ignores.

Summing up, it is possible to refer on old formirovku a modern foreign policy of 
Russia from which our vision of system of the European safety, formulated An follows also. 
Torkunov: “the foreign policy of the Russian Federation is far from idealistic subm issions. 
In particular, it is free from il lusions concerning original character of relations with the 
West in which cooperation in one areas – there where interests coincide, – is combined with 
rivalry and a competitiveness. Last, however, it is typical far no t only for relat  ions of Russia 
and its western partners. Mutual relations on a world scene as a whole are characterised 
by an intense competition for the markets, investments, economic  and political influence. 
As a result, the place of Russia in world system is advanced and will be  advanc ed by its 
ability to overcome present weakness,  to modernise company, political system, economy 
and armed forces.”
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Really, diplomacy history learn that fair contracts do not elicit, infinitely convincing of 
their object ive necessity. Fair and effective international treaties consist only in that case 
when all parties in them are interested not only for objective reasons, but also for reasons 
by quite s ubjective, advanced parity of forces in the world and the relation of elite. Today, 
fair objectively the arrangeme nts offered by Ru  ssia, do not meet support not because they 
are bad or biassed, that is why that Russia, its items are weak. Are weak in technological, 
power, economic and social areas. There, where they are rather strong (as, for example, in 
the field of strategic nuclear arms), – agreements hardly, but are reached: an example to 
that СНВ-3.

From here follows  with inevitability and  other conclusion: the conclusion of universal 
agreements for the European safety, in which first of all require weak (as Russia) and which 
limit an arbitrariness stro ng, – it is impossible while both parties not begin to take “a force 
item” which in today's international relations means, not a weakness item.

What the foreign policy in these conditions should do? What its priorities? In my 
opinion, the answer is obvious: first, to promote strengthening of items of Russia in social 
and economic and scientific and technical areas, i.e. to form conditions for advancing 
development, and, secondly, to develop the international cooperation on all azimuths, 
hardening the Russian items in the world everywhere where it is possible. This strategy 
rector MGIMO () A. Torkunov has described as follows:

In the light of it the foreign policy of Russia should be aimed at assistance to the 
decision of national problems. Increase of competitiveness of our economy, cardinal 
increase in gross national product, the further integration of Russia into world economic 
system concern their number. As foreign policy priorities protection of national economic 
interests, increase of investment appeal of Russia, discrimination counteraction on foreign 
markets are named.

And such item reflects mood of the majority of the Russian elite which does not want too 
active foreign policy especially interfaced to economic expenses. The elite wishes, that with 
it were considered in the world, did not ignore openly its interests, did not declare publicly 
defects. No more that. Other ambitions are not present today. And so all understand that 
the basic foreign policy problem of Russia is Russia, efficiency of its power, elite.

From here in many respects and aspiration to expand a circle of foreign policy partners 
of Russia. Up to unpopular modes in Latin America. As has fairly noted A. Torkunov, – 

“position concerns key elements of a foreign policy line about multivector character of 
the Russian foreign policy. As a matter of fact, it is a question that Russia should build 
constructive relations with all a darkness the states which represent interest for Russia, 
deciding in each specific case concrete important problems for Russia. The pragmatical 
perception of an external world and national interests of the country from the point of view 
of its safety became key elements of foreign policy strategy of Russia; adequate submission 
about necessity of radical revision of architecture of the international safety; geoeconomic 
orientation and replacement `unipolar` strategy multivector. Actual problem today is 
complete implementation of the updated strategic installations so that in the maximum 
measure to use opening international legal possibilities in interests of.”

This item of Russia objectively reduces its too big dependence on Europe – both as 
political, and as economic partner. “Different a vector” allow not only to diversify export 
and import, but also to demonstrate the European countries global character of foreign 



policy interests of the Russian elite which is not going to put itself in dependence on an 
item and moods of Europe.

It is necessary to tell that for this purpose the Russian elite has certain bases. And first 
of all an objective weakening of positions of the European countries in the world which 
economy by degrees concedes superiority not only Japan, but also India and China. Huge 
prospects of development of mutual relations at Russia and with the countries of South 
East Asia. Here it has big geopolitical and transport advantages the dress the European 
countries.

In my opinion, these circumstances should be considered in the European capitals 
where it is necessary to revise considerably a policy in relation to Russia and compatibility 
Russian-European a problem. Owing to processes which the next two decades will change 
a geopolitical picture of the world, objective tendencies of rapprochement East and the 
Western Europe inevitably become conventional, even inevitable. And the before the 
government of the European Union countries it will understand, the it will be better and 
more favourable to all countries of Europe. All without exception.

While in the European elite moods which the former prime minister of Australia Pol 
Kiting named “pernicious arrogance of the West” dominate. And this arrogance prevents 
to understand to leaders of the European Union that the world promptly varies and along 
with the USA, the European Union and Japan on a world scene there are new global players 
and even regional leaders. As the American researcher I.Vallerstajn has fairly noted, We 
deal yet with complete anarchy, but with the mass geopolitical disorder … Both at Europe, 
and at Russia in this geopolitical disorder much more conterminous interests of safety, 
than contradictions.
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